










































































! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Ever!yours!sincerely,!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!!A.!!C.!!Swinburne10!
!
He!sought!to!reduce!Blake’s!work!to!“a!cosmic!state”!himself!and!did!so!in!the!form!of!a!
literary!review!of!Gilchrist’s&Life&of&William&Blake.&Though!not!an!international!success!
when!it!was!published!in!1868,!four!years!after!this!letter!was!written,!Swinburne’s!
William&Blake:&A&Critical&Essay!contributed!significantly!to!understanding!William!Blake,!a!
British!Romantic!poet!long!dead,!Walt!Whitman,!an!American!Transcendentalist!trying!to!
carve!a!unique!identity,!and!Swinburne!himself.!It!is!also!a!useful!case!study!for!
appreciating!Swinburne’s!place!in!the!development!of!literary!criticism!as!a!modern!
discipline.!
! Algernon!Charles!Swinburne,!born!into!a!noble!London!family!in!1837,!is!less!
renowned!than!many!of!his!Victorian!contemporaries!such!as!Tennyson!or!the!Rossettis.11!
Nonetheless,!his!literary!achievements!are!substantial.!He!spent!much!of!his!childhood!on!
the!Isle!of!Wight,!in!a!manor!on!the!English!Channel.12!At!12,!he!enrolled!in!Eton!College,!
and!at!18,!he!matriculated!at!Balliol!College!in!Oxford!University.13!It!was!at!Oxford!that!the!
young!Swinburne!first!encountered!the!PreTRaphaelites!William!Michael!Rossetti!and!
Dante!Gabriel!Rossetti,!who!heavily!influenced!his!work.14!At!age!23,!he!moved!to!London!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10!Swinburne,!The&Swinburne&Letters&Vol.&I,!90.!
11!Rikky!Rooksby,!“Swinburne,!Algernon!Charles!(1837–1909),”!in!The&Oxford&Dictionary&of&National&
Biography,!Online!Edition!(Oxford:!Oxford!University!Press,!2004).!
12!Ibid.!
13!Ibid.!
14!Ibid.!
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to!pursue!a!writing!career.15!He!did!not!achieve!critical!success!or!garner!much!attention!
until!the!publication!of!his!play!Atalanta&in&Calydon!in!1865!and!his!volume!Poems&and&
Ballads&in!1866.16!Swinburne!developed!stronger!political!attitudes!in!his!poetry!as!he!
entered!his!thirties.!His!volumes!Ode&on&the&Proclamation&of&the&French&Republic!and!Songs&
before&Sunrise,&published!in!1870,!and!Songs&of&Two&Nations,!published!in!1875,!are!
examples!of!his!fascination!with!world!politics!and!support!of!republicanism.17!In!his!late!
thirties!and!early!forties,!his!life!began!to!decline.!He!fell!ill,!his!father!died,!his!funds!swiftly!
depleted,!and!he!struggled!with!increasing!deafness!and!alcoholism.18!At!the!insistence!of!
Theodore!WattsTDunton,!a!mutual!friend!of!Swinburne!and!the!Rossettis,!in!1878!
Swinburne!moved!to!Putney!to!live!with!WattsTDunton;!in!1879!they!moved!to!a!house!
called!The!Pines.19!There,!WattsTDunton!kept!a!close!watch!over!Swinburne,!limiting!his!
alcohol!intake!and!improving!his!health.20!
! Swinburne!lived!much!of!his!remaining!life!at!The!Pines.21!Rikky!Rooksby,!a!
biographer!of!Swinburne,!notes!that!“[c]ontrary!to!common!belief,!Swinburne!did!not!‘die’!
as!a!poet!in!1879;”!he!published!many!poems,!plays,!and!works!of!criticism!in!the!years!
after!his!move!to!The!Pines.22!He!was!a!highly!regarded!craftsman!of!verse.!In!1892,!thenT
prime!minister!William!Gladstone!considered!Swinburne!as!a!candidate!for!poet!laureate!
after!Tennyson’s!death.!The!press!concluded!that!he!would!be!the!most!suitable!fit!for!
Laureateship,!but!he!was!passed!over!for!the!honor!due!to!the!controversial!nature!of!his!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15!Rooksby,!“Swinburne,!Algernon!Charles,”!in!The&ODNB,!online.!
16!Ibid.!
17!Ibid.!
18!Ibid.!
19!Ibid.!
20!Ibid.!
21!Ibid.!
22!Ibid.!
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Poems&and&Ballads!(it!contained!poems!championing!republican!ideals!and!denouncing!
many!Christian!ones).23!After!Swinburne’s!death!in!1909,!several!works!emerged!that!
labeled!him!a!literary!great;!however,!attention!to!the!man!severely!declined!throughout!
the!twentieth!century.24!!
Recently,!Swinburne!has!attracted!renewed!interest!as!a!poet,!but!his!role!as!a!
literary!critic!remains!largely!unexamined.!Swinburne!made!substantial!contributions!to!
the!analysis!of!other!literary!figures!in!his!letters,!his!literary!reviews,!his!essays,!and!even!
his!poetry.!He!was!an!ardent!admirer!of!the!Marquis!de!Sade,!he!read!Homer!profusely,!and!
he!was!an!early!critic!of!Charlotte!and!Emily!Brontë.25!He!esteemed!Victor!Hugo,!quoting!
him!often,!corresponding!with!him,!and!even!dedicating!poetry!to!him.!Swinburne!
remarked!on!contemporaries!such!as!Charles!Dickens,!Robert!Browning,!Matthew!Arnold,!
and!Charles!Baudelaire.26!He!studied!past!greats!such!as!Percy!Bysshe!Shelley,!Lord!Byron,!
and!Samuel!Taylor!Coleridge.27!Swinburne!contributed!to!larger!conversations!about!
staples!of!the!Western!literary!canon!such!as!Dante,!François!Villon,!Edmund!Spenser,!
Geoffrey!Chaucer,!Ben!Jonson,!and!William!Shakespeare.28!He!played!a!noteworthy!role!in!
the!development!of!literary!criticism!as!it!grew!into!a!concrete!practice!from!the!nineteenth!
through!the!twentyTfirst!century;!it!did!not!exist!as!the!more!methodical,!logicTbased!(and!
often!formulaic)!practice!of!modern!literary!criticism,!but!was!an!evolving,!highly!
subjective!art.!While!the!critical!writings!of!some!of!his!contemporaries,!such!as!Matthew!
Arnold,!Walter!Pater,!and!Oscar!Wilde!are!studied!often!as!important!canonical!glimpses!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23!Rooksby,!“Swinburne,!Algernon!Charles,”!in!The&ODNB,!online.!
24!Ibid.!
25!Ibid.!
26!Swinburne&as&Critic,!ed.!Clyde!K.!Hyder!(Boston,!MA:!Routledge!&!Kegan!Paul,!1972).!
27!Hyder,!Swinburne&as&Critic.!
28!Ibid.!
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into!nineteenth!century!literary!criticism,!Swinburne’s!contributions!to!the!field!can!lead!to!
equally!fruitful!paths!of!study.!
! One!of!these!contributions!was!his!1868!William&Blake:&A&Critical&Essay.!Swinburne!
was!a!great!admirer!of!Blake.!After!Gilchrist!died,!Swinburne!assisted!in!editing!his!Life&of&
William&Blake.!It!was!this!biography!that!Swinburne!was!reviewing!as!he!wrote!William&
Blake:&A&Critical&Essay.!He!mentions!in!his!letters!that!it!was!originally!intended!to!be!a!
brief,!“distinct!small!commentary!of!a!running!kind,!but!as!full!and!satisfactory!as!it!could!
well!be!made,!on!Blake’s!work.”29!!However,!Swinburne!found!that!he!had!far!more!to!say!
about!Blake!than!was!suitable!for!a!short!review,!so!he!formed!his!commentary!into!a!book.!
Though!littleTdiscussed!by!academics!and!even!less!so!by!the!public,!William&Blake:&A&
Critical&Essay!(hereafter!referenced!as!Critical&Essay)!is!a!seminal!work!not!only!for!
understanding!Swinburne’s!critical!style,!but!for!setting!a!precedent!for!decades!in!
analyzing!William!Blake!and!Walt!Whitman!as!poets.!As!Rooksby!notes,!!
Swinburne!published!his!groundTbreaking!Study!of!William!Blake![sic],!after!
five!years'!research,!complete!with!handTcoloured!facsimiles!of!Blake's!
illustrated!writing.!Swinburne's!interpretation!was!a!creative!misreading!
that!played!down!the!significance!of!Blake's!Christianity!and!developed!some!
odd!parallels!with!de!Sade,!but!was!important!because!Swinburne!was!the!
first!critic!to!take!Blake's!work!seriously.30!
!
It!is!not!only!de!Sade!to!whom!Swinburne!compares!Blake!in!Critical&Essay.&One!of!the!most!
remarkable!assertions!in!the!work,!and!the!focus!of!this!essay,!occurs!in!the!last!few!pages.!
Swinburne!concludes!his!analysis!of!Blake!by!asserting!his!nearTidentity!with!upTandT
coming!poet!Walt!Whitman.!This!is!the!first!known!comparison!of!the!poets!in!a!critical!
work,!and!it!established!a!tradition!of!linking!the!two!in!discussions!of!transnational!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
29!Swinburne,!The&Swinburne&Letters&Vol.&I,!60.!
30!Rooksby,!“Swinburne,!Algernon!Charles,”!in!The&ODNB,!online.!
!
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Romanticism.!The!last!five!pages!in!an!obscure!book!form!a!valuable!marker!of!nineteenth!
century!literary!criticism’s!development!and!a!point!of!intersection!between!three!
seemingly!unrelated!literary!greats.!They!act!as!a!lens!through!which!one!may!understand!
William!Blake!as!a!Romantic!poet!and!rebel,!Walt!Whitman!as!the!bard!of!the!Americas,!and!
Swinburne!as!a!mighty!contributor!to!English!literature.!
! As!mentioned,!this!essay!will!focus!primarily!on!the!last!five!pages!of!Swinburne’s!
Critical&Essay.!The!second!chapter!will!provide!an!analysis!of!Swinburne’s!assertions!about!
Whitman!and!Blake!as!measured!by!a!twentyTfirst!century!yardstick!of!literary!criticism.!In!
his!essay,!Swinburne!claims!that!the!two!poets!are!nearly!interchangeable,!and!he!
describes!aspects!of!their!works!that!are!similar.!The!comparison!between!the!two!was,!
and!still!is,!a!useful!perception!from!Swinburne,!and!he!observed!congruencies!between!the!
two!that!give!insight!into!both!men!as!poets.!However,!by!the!standards!of!modern!
criticism,!Swinburne!operates!in!sweeping!generalizations!when!describing!these!
similarities!to!such!an!extent!that!his!statements!become!fallacious.!Whitman!and!Blake’s!
poetry!display!marked!differences,!and!are!not!as!interchangeable!as!Swinburne!claims.!
Textual!analysis!will!be!used!to!first!support!some!of!Swinburne’s!claims!and!demonstrate!
concordances!between!Blake!and!Whitman.!Then,!several!differences!between!the!two!will!
be!highlighted!to!establish!how!inexact!Swinburne’s!analysis!is!by!modern!critical!
standards.!
! From!this!reading!of!Critical&Essay’s!conclusion,!several!other!questions!and!avenues!
of!exploration!arise.!Chapter!3!will!explore!the!issue!of!why!Swinburne!chose!to!compose!a!
commentary!on!Blake!in!particular!and!Swinburne’s!reason!for!choosing!Whitman!as!a!
vehicle!for!comparison.!The!figures!whom!critics!praise!reveal!nuances!in!their!own!tastes!
!
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and!values.!The!other!writers!whom!poets!admire!speak!a!good!deal!about!their!own!styles!
and!ambitions.!There!are!several!noteworthy!overlaps!between!Blake,!Whitman,!and!
Swinburne!as!artists!that!may!explain!Swinburne’s!admiration!of!Blake!and!Whitman.!The!
three!share!several!religious,!political,!and!sexual!unconventionalities!that!are!prominent!
in!their!poetry,!and!Chapter!3!will!investigate!those!similarities.!
! The!fourth!chapter!will!explore!Swinburne’s!praise!of!Whitman!and!their!
tumultuous!professional!relationship.!His!estimate!of!Whitman!is!extremely!positive!in!
Critical&Essay,!but!later!in!his!life,!Swinburne!apparently!disavows!the!American!poet!
(particularly!in!an!essay!entitled!“Whitmania”).!Critics!have!debated!Swinburne’s!shifting!
opinions!of!Whitman,!and!though!some!theories!seem!credible,!no!conclusive!explanation!
has!yet!emerged.!This!chapter!will!explore!the!juxtaposition!between!Critical&Essay!and!
“Whitmania.”!It!will!then!posit!a!few!theories!to!explain!why!Swinburne’s!attitude!towards!
Whitman!seems!to!have!shifted.!
! The!fifth!chapter!will!examine!Swinburne’s!critical!style.!The!flaws!in!Swinburne’s!
claims!found!in!Chapter!2!will!be!qualified!by!the!historical!context!of!Critical&Essay’s!
genesis.!Many!critics!of!Swinburne’s!style!have!deemed!it!flamboyant!and!disorganized,!
including!notable!figures!such!as!T.!S.!Eliot.!This!chapter!will!present!the!negative!critiques!
of!Swinburne’s!work.!It!will!then!contextualize!his!unmethodical!approach!to!criticism!
within!the!styles!of!his!time.!Other!critics!contemporary!with!Swinburne,!such!as!Walter!
Pater!and!Oscar!Wilde,!have!similar!approaches!to!criticism!as!it!existed!in!the!nineteenth!
century.!Swinburne’s!style!in!his&Critical&Essay&will!be!placed!in!its!historical!context!and!in!
the!context!of!the!development!of!literary!criticism!as!a!discipline.!
!
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! This!will!all!demonstrate!the!importance!of!understanding!Swinburne!in!his!
capacity!as!a!literary!critic.!This!paper!focuses!only!on!the!last!few!pages!of!Critical&Essay!
and!the!questions!it!raises.!From!just!a!few!short!pages!comes!commentary!about!Whitman!
and!Blake’s!poetry!that!creates!an!enduring!literary!model.!There!is!valuable!discussion!of!
both!men’s!roles!as!prophetic!poets.!Swinburne’s!assertions!contribute!to!a!dialogue!about!
how!freedom,!religion,!and!sexuality!function!within!Whitman!and!Blake’s!work.!The!
apparent!contradictions!between!Critical&Essay&and!Swinburne’s!“Whitmania”!are!
fascinating!windows!into!the!forces!that!can!shape!criticism.!Critical&Essay&is!a!noteworthy!
example!of!aestheticism!within!criticism,!and!its!benefits!and!pitfalls.!This!thesis!serves!
only!as!a!small!example!of!the!significant!insight!that!can!be!gleaned!from!Swinburne’s!
critical!works.!The!fact!that!so!much!can!be!learned!from!so!little!of!Swinburne’s!criticism!
is!a!testament!to!his!worth,!both!intrinsically!as!a!critic!and!as!a!subject!of!future!study!by!
scholars.!!
! !
!
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CHAPTER(2((
“I!can!remember!one!poet!only!whose!work!seems!to!me!the!same!or!similar!in!kind;!a!
poet!as!vast!in!aim,!as!daring!in!detail,!as!unlike!others,!as!coherent!to!himself,!as!
strange!without!and!sane!within.”!–Algernon!Charles!Swinburne,!William&Blake:&A&
Critical&Essay31!!
!
In!the!last!few!pages!of!Swinburne’s!1868!publication,!William&Blake:&A&Critical&
Essay,!Swinburne!declared!that!William!Blake!and!upTandTcoming!American!poet!Walt!
Whitman!were!so!similar!that!they!gave!merit!to!the!idea!of!the!“transfusion!of!souls.”32!
This!was!the!first!known!published!work!that!overtly!connected!Whitman!and!Blake,!and!
other!critics!soon!followed!suit.!Whitman’s!own!peers!eventually!adopted!Swinburne’s!
opinion,!and!before!long!it!was!taken!for!granted!that!the!two!were!linked.!However,!
analysis!of!the!essay!reveals!that!the!words!Swinburne!uses!to!compare!the!two!poets!
travel!much!too!far!in!their!scope!to!the!extent!that!they!become!fallacious.!While!
Swinburne!was!not!wrong!to!notice!resemblances!in!Whitman!and!Blake’s!work,!in!his!
embellishment!he!failed!to!account!for!several!pronounced!differences!between!the!two.!
Swinburne!perceived!Whitman!and!Blake’s!similarities!and!attitudes!as!Romantic!
poets.!They!both!have!a!profound!respect!for!nature,!promote!the!freedom!of!the!
individual,!have!a!similar!tone!in!their!works,!and!have!prophetic!features!in!their!poetry.!
However,!Swinburne!failed!to!account!for!facets!of!the!poets’!identities!such!as!their!
differing!approaches!to!prophetic!poetry,!their!different!nationalities!and!the!years!spread!
between!them,!and!their!attitudes!towards!aspects!of!society.!While!it!is!true!that!their!
voices!exist!within!a!similar!vein,!it!is!folly!to!consider!them!interchangeable!as!Swinburne!
does.!Swinburne!made!observations!about!Whitman!and!Blake!that!are!useful!for!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
31!Swinburne,!Critical&Essay,!546.!
32!Ibid,!546.!
!
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understanding!congruencies!between!the!two.!These!claims!will!be!expounded!upon!and!
evidence!will!be!given!in!support!of!them.!This!chapter!will!also!provide!counterarguments!
to!Swinburne’s!notion!of!the!two!writers’!sameness!with!textual!and!critical!evidence.!This!
approach!can!help!explain!what!Swinburne!intuited!when!he!described!Whitman!and!
Blake’s!similarities,!but!also!what!he!may!not!have!taken!into!account!when!he!decided!
they!were!nearly!identical.!Swinburne’s!arguments!will!be!assessed!by!modern!critical!
standards!to!explain!why!many!critics!found!fault!with!Swinburne’s!style!and!how!criticism!
has!developed!over!the!past!few!centuries.!
Swinburne’s!introduction!to!his!comparison!of!Blake!and!Whitman!begins:!“I!can!
remember!one!poet!only!whose!work!seems!to!me!the!same!or!similar!in!kind;!a!poet!as!
vast!in!aim,!as!daring!in!detail,!as!unlike!others,!as!coherent!to!himself,!as!strange!without!
and!sane!within.”33!Swinburne!captures!the!essences!of!the!poets!and!the!prophetic!nature!
of!their!work!with!this!introduction.!While!some!of!his!arguments!are!exaggerated!and!his!
methods!of!comparison!are!less!than!definitive,!Swinburne’s!recognition!of!similarity!
between!the!two!poets!is!initially!well!founded.!The!two!artists!both!hold!strong!romantic!
reverence!for!nature!and!the!individual,!their!tones!are!remarkably!similar,!and!they!are!
both!key!operators!within!the!poetics!of!prophecy.!
! It!does!not!take!a!renowned!scholar!of!literature!to!notice!that!both!Whitman!and!
Blake!heavily!emphasize!the!spirituality!of!nature!in!their!work.!A!quick!sweep!of!the!
poems!in!Whitman’s&Leaves&of&Grass&and!Blake’s!Songs&of&Innocence&and&Experience&
provides!a!reader!with!ample!evidence!of!the!writers’!proclivity!for!the!natural!world.!For!
example,!in!his!poem!“A!Carol!of!Harvest!for!1867”!in!Leaves&of&Grass,!Whitman!writes:!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
33!Swinburne,!Critical&Essay,!546.!
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For!the!lands,!and!for!these!passionate!days,!and!for!myself,!!
Now!I!awhile!return!to!thee,!O!soil!of!Autumn!fields,!!
Reclining!on!thy!breast,!giving!myself!to!thee,!!
Answering!the!pulses!of!thy!sane!and!equable!heart,!!
Tuning!a!verse!for!thee.34!!
!
Whitman!often!writes!of!the!power,!sanctity,!and!life!force!of!nature!in!his!verses,!
mentioning!in!the!lines!above!that!he!will!“answer”!the!“pulse”!of!the!earth,!implying!an!
intimate!and!personified!dialogue!between!Whitman!and!the!nature!he!reveres.!!
In!the!same!vein,!the!speaker!in!Blake’s!“The!Garden!of!Love”!from!Songs&of&
Innocence&and&of&Experience!laments!the!intrusion!of!a!somber!perversion!of!religion!in!the!
once!beautiful!“garden!of!love:”!
I!went!to!the!Garden!of!Love,!!
And!saw!what!I!never!had!seen;!!
A!Chapel!was!built!in!the!midst,!!
Where!I!used!to!play!on!the!green.!!
And!the!gates!of!this!Chapel!were!shut!!
And!‘Thou!shalt!not,’!writ!over!the!door;!!
So!I!turned!to!the!Garden!of!Love!!
That!so!many!sweet!flowers!bore.!!
And!I!saw!it!was!filled!with!graves,!!
And!tombstones!where!flowers!should!be.35!
“The!Garden!of!Love”!highlights!the!death!and!restriction!imposed!upon!a!beloved!garden!
by!organized!religion.!More!importantly,!like!Whitman’s!work,!this!poem!asserts!the!
sanctity!of!nature!as!it!was,!implying!that!the!area!was!more!spiritually!pure!before!the!
arrival!of!the!chapel.!This!sentiment!towards!nature!is!a!common!feature!of!Romantic!
verse,!and!perhaps!the!feature!to!which!Swinburne!refers!in!his!observation!about!their!
similarities,!“a!splendor!now!of!stars!and!now!of!storms!…!a!strength!and!security!of!touch!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
34!Walt!Whitman,!Leaves&of&Grass&and&Other&Writings:&Authoritative&Texts,&Other&Poetry&and&Prose,&
Criticism,!Norton!Critical!Ed.!(New!York:!W.!W.!Norton!&!Co.,!2002),!301T302.!
35!William!Blake,!The&Complete&Poetry&and&Prose&of&William&Blake,!ed.!David!V.!Erdman!(Garden!City,!
NY:!Anchor!Books,!1988),!26.!
!
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in!small!sweet!sketches!of!colour!and!outline,!which!bring!before!the!eyes!of!their!student…!
some!little!inlet!of!sky!lighted!by!the!moon!or!star,!some…!gentle!growth!of!meadowTland!
or!wood;!these!are!qualities!common!to!the!work!of!either.”36!
The!divinity!of!the!individual!is!another!common!Romantic!feature!shared!by!both!
poets!and!exalted!by!Swinburne,!who!translates!the!idea!into!an!appeal!for!democracy.!This!
notion!appears!repeatedly!in!Leaves&of&Grass,!most!notably!in!“Song!of!Myself,”!as!Whitman!
writes:!
Divine!am!I!inside!and!out,!and!I!make!holy!whatever!I!touch!or!am!
touch’d!from,!
The!scent!of!these!armTpits!aroma!finer!than!prayer,!
This!head!more!than!churches,!bibles,!and!all!the!creeds.!
If!I!worship!one!thing!more!than!another!it!shall!be!the!spread!of!!
my!own!body,!or!any!part!of!it.37!!
!
Worship!of!the!individual!is!not!limited!to!Whitman!himself!(he!states!earlier!in!the!poem!
that!his!remarks!apply!to!all!men!and!women!alike)!and!is!a!perfect!example!of!the!divinity!
he!perceives!within!himself!and!each!individual.!Blake’s!The&Marriage&of&Heaven&and&Hell!
states!more!clearly:!“Choosing!forms!of!worship!from!poetic!tales.!/And!at!length!they!
pronounc’d!that!the!Gods!had!order’d!such!things.!/!Thus!men!forgot!that!All!Deities!reside!
in!the!Human!breast,”38!making!an!even!stronger!connection!between!the!divine!and!the!
human!individual.!!
Swinburne!recognized!this!characteristic!in!the!men’s!work,!observing,!“Both!are!
spiritual,!and!both!democratic.”39!As!Linda!Freedman!asserts!in!her!essay,!Swinburne!
strove!to!pull!the!exaltation!of!the!individual!from!the!men’s!poetry!and!to!translate!it!into!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
36!Swinburne,!Critical&Essay,!548T549.!
37!Whitman,!Leaves&of&Grass&and&Other&Writings,!46.!
38!Blake,!The&Complete&Poetry&and&Prose,!38.!
39!Swinburne,!Critical&Essay,!547.!
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a!call!for!democracy.!He!praised!the!democratic!character!of!Whitman’s!verse,!and!
Freedman!notes!that!“[f]rom!reading!Blake,!Swinburne!constructed!a!role!for!the!
republican!poet.!Prophecy!would!become!a!way!of!remembering!and!reinvigorating!its!
democratic!source.”40!With!the!individual!championed!and!deified!in!both!Blake!and!
Whitman,!Swinburne!found!ample!material!with!which!to!advocate!democracy.!Freedman!
even!goes!as!far!as!to!claim!that!“This!intrinsic!connection!between!prophecy!and!
democracy!is!at!the!root!of!Swinburne’s!identification!of!Blake!with!Whitman.”41!
! Aside!from!their!Romantic!inclinations,!several!other!attributes!link!the!work!of!
Whitman!and!Blake.!One!such!characteristic!is!the!tone!of!the!artists’!work;!both!men!are!
prone!to!using!grandiose!language!in!describing!seemingly!marginal!subjects!to!the!effect!
of!them!becoming!elevated!to!the!reader.!Swinburne!references!this!grandiosity!in!his!
essay,!stating,!“The!words!of!either!strike!deep!and!run!wide!and!soar!high.!They!are!both!
full!of!faith!and!passion,!competent!to!love!and!to!loathe,!capable!of!contempt!and!of!
worship.”42!Whether!Whitman!is!describing!the!essence!of!life!in!“Song!of!Myself”!or!an!old!
dirt!road!in!“Song!of!the!Open!Road,”!there!is!a!profound!respect!and!sense!of!holiness!
translated!through!his!words.!Whether!Blake!is!writing!about!the!nature!of!Christianity!in!
“The!Marriage!of!Heaven!and!Hell”!or!an!insect!in!“The!Fly,”!a!profundity!of!thought!is!
lavished!upon!the!subject.!The!words!of!the!two!poets!indeed!“strike!deep!and!run!wide”!in!
the!consideration!they!are!given.!In!his!correspondence!with!William!and!Ellen!O’Connor,!
Whitman!wrote!of!his!acquaintance!John!Swinton:!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
40!Linda!Freedman,!“Walt!Whitman!and!William!Blake:!The!ProphetTArtist!and!Democratic!
Thought,”!in!Transatlantic&Traffic&and&(Mis)Translations,!ed.!Robin!Peel,!Daniel!Maudlin,!and!Susan!
Castillo!(Durham,!NH:!University!of!New!Hampshire!Press,!2013),!137.!
41!Freedman,!“ProphetTArtist!and!Democratic!Thought,”!137.!
42!Swinburne,!Critical&Essay,!547.!
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Swinton!has!lately!been!posting!himself!about!William!Blake,!his!poems—has!
the!new!London!edition!of!W.B.!in!two!vols.!He,!Swinton,!gives!me!rather!new!
information!in!one!respect—says!that!the!formal!resemblance!between!
several!pieces!of!Blake,!&!my!pieces,!is!so!marked!that!he,!S,!has,!with!
persons!that!partially!know!me,!passed!them!off!temporarily!for!mine,!&!read!
them!aloud!as!such.!He!asked!me!pointedly!whether!I!had!not!met!with!
Blake’s!productions!in!my!youth—said!that!Swinburne’s!idea!of!resemblance!
was!not!so!wild,!after!all.43!
!
Even!the!individuals!who!knew!Whitman!personally!could!not!distinguish!between!his!
works!and!those!of!Blake;!the!tones!of!the!two!writers!are!so!similar!and!the!nature!of!their!
poetry!in!such!agreement!that!those!to!whom!Swinton!read!Blake’s!poetry!could!not!tell!
the!difference.!
! The!prophetic!nature!of!Blake!and!Whitman’s!writing!is!possibly!Swinburne’s!most!
convincing!argument!for!their!similarity.!As!Sarah!FergusonTWagstaffe!explains!in!her!
comparison!of!Blake!and!Whitman!as!prophetic!poets,!“Prophecy!means!to!speak!forth,!
before,!or!for,!and!prophetic!writing!attempts!to!communicate!divine!voice!through!a!
textual!vision.”44!Whitman!and!Blake!seem!to!share!this!vision.!She!goes!on!to!speculate!
about!the!writers’!own!attitudes!towards!the!role!of!literary!prophecy.!Blake,!in!his!“All!
Religions!are!One,”!says!that!the!“Poetic!Genius!is!the!true!Man”!who!is!“every!where!call’d!
the!Spirit!of!Prophecy.”45!!FergusonTWagstaffe!explains!that!“Blake’s!view!of!prophecy…!has!
more!to!do!with!freedom!of!expression!or!sheer!speaking!on!behalf!of!God!than!with!
prediction!of!the!future.”46!Blake’s!writing!fits!his!own!definition!of!prophetic!poetry!
perfectly,!as!much!of!his!work!(The&Marriage&of&Heaven&and&Hell,&The&Book&of&Thel,&All&
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
43!Walt!Whitman,!The&Correspondence,&Vol!1.,!48T49!quoted&in&Freedman,!“Prophet!Artist!and!
Democratic!Thought,”!142.!
44!Sarah!FergusonTWagstaffe,!“Points!of!Contact:!Blake!and!Whitman,”!in!Sullen&Fires&Across&the&
Atlantic:&Essays&in&Transatlantic&Romanticism&(College!Park,!MD:!University!of!Maryland!Press,!
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45!Blake,!The&Complete&Poetry&and&Prose,!1.&!
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Religions&Are&One,&his!prophetic!books)!does!not!seek!to!predict!future!events!in!this!spatial!
or!temporal!plane,!but!it!does!attempt!to!relay!to!mankind!the!morals!and!perspective!that!
he!receives!through!his!visions.!
! FergusonTWagstaffe!stresses!Whitman’s!views!of!prophetic!poetry!as!well,!
according!to!which!“the!greatest!poet’”!is!“a!seer”!and!“every!man!shall!be!his!own!priest.”47!
Whitman’s!idea!of!the!poet!being!a!“seer”!is!an!apt!description!of!his!persona!in!Leaves&of&
Grass.!The!work,!especially!the!earlier!poems!in!the!collection,!focuses!on!Whitman’s!
observations!about!the!city,!nature,!the!people!he!witnesses,!and!himself.!It!then!connects!
these!observations!to!his!ideas!about!the!nature!of!life,!community,!love,!religion,!and!
existence,!cementing!his!identity!as!“his!own!priest”!and!as!a!prophetic!poet.!Swinburne!
references!the!poets’!prophethood!in!his!essay:!“The!divine!devotion!and!selfless!love!
which!make!men!martyrs!and!prophets!are!alike!visible!and!palpable!in!each.”48!Swinburne!
was!right!to!note!this!quality;!both!men!have!effectively!cemented!themselves!in!the!canon!
of!great!prophetic!poets.!!
! Thus!far,!Critical&Essay!has!been!dissected!and!evidence!has!been!presented!to!
support!of!some!of!Swinburne’s!remarks!connecting!Whitman!and!Blake.!However,!
Swinburne!makes!many!statements!in!Critical&Essay!that!are!too!broad,!travel!too!far!in!
their!language,!or!are!outright!falsehoods.!The!most!prevalent!and!fallacious!idea!within!
Swinburne’s!comparison!is!that!Whitman!and!Blake!are!virtually!interchangeable!as!artists.!
He!states:!“The!points!of!contact!and!sides!of!likeness!between!William!Blake!and!Walt!
Whitman!are!so!many!and!so!grave,!as!to!afford!some!ground!of!reason!to!those!who!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
47!Walt!Whitman,!Leaves&of&Grass,!1855!Ed.,!22.!
48!Swinburne,!Critical&Essay,!547.!
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preach!the!transition!of!souls!or!transfusion!of!spirits.”49!He!claims,!“Their!outlooks!and!
theories!are!evidently!the!same!on!all!points!of!intellectual!and!social!life,”!and!that!“in!
externals!and!details!the!work!of!these!two!constantly!and!inevitably!coheres!and!
coincides.”50!Swinburne!rephrases!this!notion!multiple!times!throughout!the!essay.!While!
evidence!does!exist!to!support!similarities!between!Blake!and!Whitman,!evidence!also!
exists!to!support!the!idea!that!they!are!not!artistically!identical,!as!Swinburne!seems!to!
claim!they!are.!Among!their!many!differences!as!artists,!they!have!differing!attitudes!
towards!Christianity!and!means!of!relaying!their!“prophecy,”!were!situated!in!and!wrote!
about!different!parts!of!the!world,!and!had!different!relationships!towards!their!
environments.!
! While!there!is!support!for!the!notion!of!Whitman!and!Blake!both!being!prophetic!
poets,!their!approach!to!poetic!prophecy!and!the!messages!they!delivered!were!different.!
Many!critics!note!that!the!two!did!not!share!the!same!ideas!about!Christianity;!FergusonT
Wagstaffe,!for!example,!asserts:!“the!national!and!religious!dimensions!of!Blake’s!poetic!
prophecy!are!markedly!different!from!Whitman’s.”51!Blake’s!method!of!approaching!these!
dimensions!differs!from!Whitman’s!as!well.!While!Whitman!accesses!prophecy!through!
poetic!wisdom!and!observation,!Blake!does!so!with!visionary!encounters.!For!this!reason,!
much!of!Blake’s!prophecy!(such!as!that!in!The&Marriage&of&Heaven&and&Hell)!is!relayed!
through!the!description!of!these!visions!and!interactions!with!secondary!characters.!
! Whitman’s!approach!to!Christianity!focuses!on!deifying!the!individual;!while!both!
men!do!describe!the!divinity!of!human!beings,!Whitman!further!places!human!beings!on!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
49!Swinburne,!Critical&Essay,!546.!
50!Swinburne,!Critical&Essay,!547T548.!
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equal!levels!of!divinity!with!God.!This!occurs!most!conspicuously!in!“Song!of!Myself,”!
especially!in!the!previously!noted!passage!from!the!poem.!As!FergusonTWagstaffe!
appropriately!states,!“For!Blake,!an!exclusively!Christian!vision!of!reunion!with!God!must!
be!adopted!in!order!for!humanity!to!be!redeemed…!For!Whitman,!however,!God!is!equal!to,!
and!exists!in,!everything…!Whitman!believes,!like!Blake,!that!humans!are!divine,!but!he!also!
believes!that!they!are!equally!divine!as!God!and!such!knowledge!requires!no!mediation.”52!
This!differing!attitude!towards!religion!requires!Whitman!to!have!a!differing!approach!to!
prophecy!from!Blake;!rather!than!relaying!“visions!from!God”!or!interacting!with!religious!
figures,!Whitman’s!prophecy!comes!from!observations!of!nature,!other!people,!and!himself.!
His!knowledge!does!not!necessitate!divine!“mediation;”!it!is!wisdom!attainable!by!him!and!
by!all!from!their!own!perceptions!and!reflections.!
! Although!Swinburne!declares!that!Whitman!and!Blake!are!essentially!identical!
poets,!the!two!men!hailed!from!different!periods!of!time!and!from!different!continents.!It!is!
fallacious!to!assume!that!their!drastically!different!spatial!and!temporal!situations!had!no!
impact!on!their!poetry;!strong!evidence!exists!the!contrary.!Blake!lived!his!life!in!the!city!of!
London.!While!the!settings!for!his!works!vary!across!the!span!of!his!imagination!and!
“visions,”!much!of!what!he!had!the!firsthand!experience!to!describe!came!from!his!life!in!
London.!Whitman,!on!the!other!hand,!experienced!countless!American!landscapes.!These!
settings!became!deeply!entrenched!in!his!poetics;!this!is!especially!notable!in!Book!II!of!
Leaves&of&Grass,!“Starting!from!Paumanok,”!in!which!Whitman!writes:!!
Far!breath’d!land!!Arctic!braced!!Mexican!breez’d!!the!diverse!!!
the!compact!!
The!Pensylvanian!!the!Virginian!!the!double!Carolinian!!
O!all!and!each!wellTloved!by!me!!my!intrepid!nations!!O!I!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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at!any!rate!include!you!all!with!perfect!love!!!
I!cannot!be!discharged!from!you!!not!from!one!any!sooner!than!
!another!53!!
!
As!indicated!by!these!lines,!the!American!environment!became!an!embedded!part!of!
Whitman’s!poetic!identity,!an!aspect!that!Blake!could!never!possess.!!
! In!one!of!his!more!blatant!fallacies,!Swinburne!remarks,!“Their!outlooks!and!
theories!are!evidently!the!same!on!all!points!of!intellectual!and!social!life.”54!This!sentiment!
is!easily!disproven,!especially!when!one!examines!the!different!attitudes!in!the!men’s!
poetry!regarding!one!of!the!largest!hubs!of!“social!life:”!the!city.!Whitman!lived!a!good!deal!
of!his!life!in!the!city!and!wrote!of!it!fondly!in!much!of!his!work.!Whitman’s!“Give!Me!the!
Splendid,!Silent!Sun,”!champions!both!the!serenity!of!nature!and!the!bustling!life!of!
Manhattan:!!
Give!me!faces!and!streets!!give!me!these!phantoms!incessant!!
and!endless!along!the!trottoirs!!
Give!me!interminable!eyes!!give!me!women!!give!me!comrades!!
and!lovers!by!the!thousand!!
Let!me!see!new!ones!every!day!!let!me!hold!new!ones!by!the!!
hand!every!day!!
Give!me!such!shows!!
give!me!the!streets!of!Manhattan!55!!
!
As!this!excerpt!demonstrates,!connections!with!both!the!natural!and!urban!landscapes!
seem!to!be!important!facets!of!Whitman’s!poetry!and!worldview.!!
Blake’s!poetry!sometimes!presents!a!much!bleaker!view!of!city!life.!Most!notably!in!
his!work!“London,”!from!Songs&of&Innocence&and&of&Experience:!!
I!wander!thro’!each!charter’d!street,!
Near!where!the!charter’d!Thames!does!flow.!
And!mark!in!every!face!I!meet!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Marks!of!weakness,!marks!of!woe.!
In!every!cry!of!every!Man,!
In!every!Infants!cry!of!fear,!
In!every!voice:!in!every!ban,!
The!mindTforg’d!manacles!I!hear.56!!
!
While!Whitman’s!poetry!celebrates!the!prospect!of!encountering!great!quantities!of!new!
people!in!the!city,!this!poem!from!Blake’s!Songs&of&Experience&describes!nothing!but!misery!
in!the!faces!of!the!people!in!London!and!details!the!debauchery!there.!In!his!work,!Whitman!
often!describes!the!city!as!a!place!of!opportunity!and!hope,!full!of!hardworking!individuals!
worthy!of!praise!and!love,!but!as!noted!in!“London,”!Blake!portrays!it!as!a!bleaker!location!
full!of!depravity!and!despair.!
Despite!the!fact!that!Swinburne!went!too!far!in!his!comparison!between!Whitman!
and!Blake,!he!was!one!of!the!first!to!publicly!remark!on!the!noteworthy!similarity!between!
the!two.!He!noticed!how!Romantic!sentiment!and!a!promotion!of!democracy!were!intrinsic!
to!the!work!of!both,!and!by!indicating!the!likeness!in!his!essay!he!paved!the!way!for!literary!
scholars!to!come.!This!allowed!important!comparisons!and!juxtapositions!to!be!made!
between!the!two.!It!also!contributed!to!a!dialogue!about!the!communication!of!Romantic!
ideals!and!prophetic!writing!transnationally.!His!essay!proposed!a!groundbreaking!idea!
that!can!be!used!to!further!the!study!of!both!Blake!and!Whitman’s!works!(individually!and!
comparatively)!and!the!notion!of!transnational!Romanticism!as!a!whole.!A!couple!pages!at!
the!end!of!a!book!sparked!a!controversy!and!a!conversation,!and!it!is!up!to!the!reader!of!
Swinburne’s!essay!to!investigate!and!participate.!
! !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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CHAPTER(3(
(
“The!divine!devotion!and!selfless!love!which!make!men!martyrs!and!prophets!
are!alike!visible!and!palpable!in!each.”!–Algernon!Charles!Swinburne,!William&
Blake:&A&Critical&Essay57&
&
! Anne!Gilchrist!became!involved!with!several!literary!greats!over!the!course!of!her!
short!life.!Her!husband,!Alexander!Gilchrist,!was!a!literary!critic!and!the!famed!biographer!
of!William!Blake.!After!Alexander!Gilchrist’s!passing,!Anne!worked!with!their!friends!
William!Michael!Rossetti!and!Dante!Gabriel!Rossetti!to!complete!her!husband’s!book,!a!
biography!entitled!Life&of&William&Blake.&Swinburne,!another!of!her!acquaintances,!helped!
to!edit!the!biography.!Swinburne!and!Anne!Gilchrist!communicated!extensively,!sharing!
materials!and!ideas!to!help!finish!Life&of&William&Blake.58!She!was!knowledgeable!about!
Blake,!and!was!a!key!factor!in!the!publication!of!her!husband’s!work,!a!seminal!title!in!
Blake!studies!for!decades.!Life&of&William&Blake&was!a!significant!accomplishment!and!was!
the!work!that!Swinburne!reviewed!when!he!wrote!Critical&Essay.!
! Anne!Gilchrist!also!interacted!with!another!notable!poet!for!the!purposes!of!this!
thesis.!Gilchrist!read!Whitman’s!Leaves&of&Grass!after!her!husband’s!death,!and!became!
infatuated!with!both!the!poetry!and!the!mind!that!had!created!it.!She!wrote!to!Whitman!
several!times!expressing!her!deep!admiration!for!his!work.!
Your!book!does!indeed!say!all—book!that!is!not!a!book!but,!for!the!first!time,!
a!man!complete,!godlike,!august,!standing!revealed!the!only!way!possible,!
through!the!garment!of!speech.!Do!you!know,!dear!Friend,!what!it!means!for!
a!woman,!what!it!means!for!me!to!understand!these!poems.!It!means!for!her!
whole!nature!to!be!then!first!kindled;!quickened!into!life!through!such!love,!
such!sympathy,!such!restless!attraction…59!
!
She!also!revealed!rather!passionate!feelings!for!Whitman!himself:!
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…that!thenceforth!she!cannot!choose!but!live!&!die!striving!to!become!
worthy!to!share!this!divine!mans![sic]!life—to!be!his!dear!companion,!closer,!
nearer,!dearer!than!any!man!can!be—for!ever!so.!Her!soul!stakes!all!on!this.!
It!is!the!meaning,!the!fulfilment![sic],!the!only!perfect!development!&!
consummation!of!her!nature—of!her!passionate,!high,!immortal!
aspirations—her!Soul!to!mate!with!his!for!ever!&!ever.60!
!
Whitman!did!not!immediately!respond!to!Gilchrist,!prompting!her!to!resend!several!copies!
to!ensure!that!he!had!received!them.!When!Whitman!responded,!he!accepted!her!praise!
and!kindly!declined!her!offer!to!become!romantically!involved.61!Gilchrist!eventually!
moved!her!family!to!Philadelphia!and!met!with!Whitman,!and!the!two!became!close!
friends.62!
! Anne!Gilchrist!is!only!one!interesting,!concrete!example!of!Blake,!Whitman,!and!
Swinburne’s!intersection.!Blake!lived!decades!before!both!Whitman!and!Swinburne!and!is!
considered!a!British!Romantic,!Whitman!is!typically!classified!as!an!American!
Transcendentalist,!and!Swinburne!wrote!during!Victorian!England,!so!it!is!not!necessarily!
intuitive!to!compare!the!three!or!read!their!works!through!the!same!lens.!However,!doing!
so!serves!several!purposes.!Comparing!Swinburne,!Whitman,!and!Blake!reveals!possible!
reasons!that!Swinburne!was!drawn!to!Blake,!though!he!held!little!critical!renown!in!the!
midTnineteenth!century,!and!why!he!chose!Whitman!as!a!vehicle!of!comparison,!though!he!
lived!in!a!different!time!and!continent.!Exploring!the!issue!of!what!attracted!Swinburne!to!
Blake!and!Whitman!deepens!the!understanding!of!Swinburne’s!critical!analysis.!While!he!
admired!the!two!for!their!mastery!of!the!English!language!and!verse!form,!the!themes!
explored!within!their!works!likely!motivated!Swinburne’s!praise!as!well.!Blake!and!
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Whitman!hold!many!similarities!with!Swinburne,!as!poets!and!as!people,!which!could!have!
influenced!the!way!that!Swinburne!wrote!about!them!in!Critical&Essay.&
! It!is!unclear!when!and!how!Swinburne!was!first!exposed!to!the!writings!of!Blake.!He!
likely!became!aware!of!Blake!through!his!friends!the!Rossettis!or!the!Gilchrists!(specifically!
Alexander!Gilchrist’s!biography).63!Clyde!K.!Hyder!claims!in!his!work!Swinburne&as&Critic&
that!Swinburne!first!decided!to!review!Gilchrist’s!Life&of&William&Blake&in!October!of!1863,!
but!Cecil!Y.!Lang!has!published!a!letter!of!Swinburne’s!dated!October!1862!in!which!he!
describes!his!intent!to!craft!a!commentary!of!Blake’s!work.64!This!letter!also!references!the!
fact!that!Swinburne!was!asked!to!contribute!writings!on!Blake’s!prophetic!works!for!the!
completion!of!Life&of&William&Blake.!Given!that!information,!it!is!reasonable!to!assume!
Swinburne!had!been!exposed!to!Blake’s!prophetic!works!by!at!least!1862;!he!also!
references!Blake’s!poem!“When!Klopstock!England!defied”!in!a!December!1859!letter,!so!he!
had!read!at!least!some!of!Blake’s!poetry!by!the!time!he!was!22!years!old.65!Swinburne!
wrote!favorably!of!Blake!in!both!his!personal!letters!and!published!writings,!and!was!very!
drawn!to!his!prophetic!books—The&Marriage&of&Heaven&and&Hell!in!particular.!
! In!the!same!letter!that!referenced!“When!Klopstock!England!defied,”!Swinburne!
made!the!first!mention!(within!Lang’s!collection!of!letters)!of!Whitman’s!Leaves&of&Grass.66!
His!description!of!the!work!is!limited;!he!writes!to!his!friend!William!Bell!Scott!only:!
“Item—I!have!got!the!immortal!Whitman’s!Leaves!of!Grass!and!there!are!jolly!good!things!
in!it,!I!allow.!Do!lend!yours!to!Lady!Trevelyan.”67!Swinburne!must!have!either!been!
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referencing!the!first!1855!edition!of!Leaves&of&Grass,!or!the!second!edition!published!in!
1856,!as!the!third!would!not!be!published!until!a!year!after!Swinburne!wrote!this!letter.68!
Swinburne!had!more!to!say!of!the!poet!years!later.!In!an!1862!letter!to!his!friend!Richard!
Monckton!Milnes,!Swinburne!wrote:!
Have!you!seen!the!latest!edition!of!Walt!Whitman’s!Leaves&of&Grass?!for!there!
is!one!new!poem!in!it—‘A!Voice!from!the!Sea’69—about!two!birds!on!the!seaT
beach,!which!I!really!think!the!most!lovely!and!wonderful!thing!I!have!read!
for!years!and!years.!I!could!rhapsodize!about!it!for!ten!more!pages,!there!is!
such!beautiful!skill!and!subtle!power!in!every!word!of!it…!whatever!you!do!
look!at!that!bird’s!song.70!
!
Swinburne’s!exposure!to!Whitman!was!not!limited!to!the!American’s!early!works.!He!
expresses!in!Critical&Essay!his!admiration!for!Whitman’s!poetry!centering!on!the!American!
Civil!War!and!memorializing!President!Abraham!Lincoln.!Though!(as!will!be!explored!in!
Chapter!4)!Swinburne’s!estimate!of!Whitman!became!more!complicated!as!he!aged,!he!
seemed!to!hold!Whitman!in!high!regard!in!his!early!writings.!!
! The!reason!he!devoted!time!to!the!study!of!Blake!and!included!Whitman!in!his!
analysis!may!have!had!to!do!with!the!fact!that!he!was!reading!the!two!over!a!similar!period!
of!time.!However,!the!related!themes!discussed!by!the!three!poets!may!have!more!to!do!
with!Swinburne’s!literary!attraction!to!Whitman!and!Blake.!People!tend!to!have!a!greater!
attraction!to!stimuli!with!which!they!are!familiar—other!people!somehow!similar!to!
themselves,!for!example.!Though!the!three!poets!have!differing!styles!and!focuses,!
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Swinburne!may!have!recognized!within!the!work!of!Blake!and!Whitman!ideas!that!he!too!
shared,!within!the!men!themselves!kindred!spirits,!making!the!poets!more!attractive!to!
him.!To!some!extent!Swinburne!likely!appreciated!the!political!flavor!of!Blake!and!
Whitman’s!poetry,!to!another!he!may!have!identified!two!fellow!rebels!who!bucked!the!
societal!and!cultural!norms!of!their!days.!
! Swinburne’s!political!leanings!may!have!played!a!substantial!role!in!his!
identification!with!Whitman!and!Blake!as!poets.!As!discussed!in!Chapter!2,!Whitman!and!
Blake!both!advocated!for!individualism!in!their!poetry.!Whitman’s!democratic!vision!of!
America!would!have!seemed!like!a!useful!model!for!a!young!man!with!Republican!
sympathies!living!in!a!monarchy.!In!her!essay,!Freedman!argues!that!the!role!of!the!poetT
prophet!as!a!harbinger!of!democracy!and!an!agent!of!change!is!the!crux!of!Swinburne’s!
fascination!with!Whitman!and!Blake!and!his!association!of!the!two.!She!writes,!“This!
intrinsic!connection!between!prophecy!and!democracy!is!at!the!root!of!Swinburne’s!
identification!of!Blake!with!Whitman.”71!She!also!argues!that!for!all!three!poets,!there!was!
an!inherent!connection!between!political!and!sexual!freedom.!!
! Around!the!time!that!Critical&Essay!was!published,!Swinburne!was!in!the!midst!of!
what!scholars!have!deemed!his!“political!phase.”!Freedman!explains!that!the!other!poets!in!
Swinburne’s!circle!entreated!him!to!take!up!the!cause!of!republicanism!for!England!with!
his!poetry.72!He!was!a!sympathizer!of!the!French!Revolution!and!a!dedicated!fan!of!Hugo’s,!
as!evidenced!by!their!plentiful!correspondence.!For!a!man!participating!in!a!whirlwind!
movement!to!enact!governmental!change,!Blake!and!Whitman!would!have!been!key!
producers!of!rhetoric!that!supported!individualism!and!liberation.!However,!this!notion!of!
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Blake!and!Whitman!as!the!heralds!of!the!individualistic!republicanism!championed!by!
Swinburne!becomes!problematic!when!one!analyzes!the!words!Swinburne!uses!to!discuss!
them!in!Critical&Essay.!Swinburne!essentially!calls!them!poetically!identical,!which!would!
contradict!the!call!for!originality!and!individualism!inherent!in!the!political!structures!
Swinburne!was!trying!to!support.!This!might!be!explained!by!Swinburne’s!excitement!over!
the!two!and!his!impassioned!prose!style,!which!will!be!discussed!in!Chapter!5.!Swinburne!
likely!did!not!feel!that!they!were!literally!identical!poetically,!just!that!their!spirits!of!
individualism!and!democracy!complemented!both!one!another!and!his!political!agenda.!
! A!democratic!spirit!was!not!all!that!the!three!men!held!in!common.!Swinburne,!
Whitman,!and!Blake!all!seem!to!buck!orthodox!Christian!views,!either!through!their!
writings!or!their!own!declaration,!and!it!seems!very!likely!that!Whitman!and!Blake!
provided!Swinburne!with!a!useful!alternative!model!to!the!strict!Anglican!doctrine!with!
which!he!was!raised.!As!was!previously!discussed,!Whitman!and!Blake’s!views!of!
Christianity!hardly!fell!in!line!with!the!prevailing!views!of!their!times.!Blake’s!cosmology!is!
often!complicated,!and!his!adoptions!and!adaptations!of!the!Bible,!found!notably!in!his!
Marriage&of&Heaven&and&Hell,!evidence!a!belief!system!divergent!from!doctrine!handed!
down!by!church!authorities.!Whitman’s!religious!stance!seems!to!place!human!beings!into!
equal!celebration!with!God,!marking!a!pronounced!difference!from!the!notions!of!
reverence!that!dominated!western!thought!in!the!nineteenth!century.!!
! Swinburne!had!a!complicated!relationship!with!Christianity.!In!college,!he!
renounced!his!family’s!Anglicanism!and!pursued!writing!in!support!of!greater!freedoms.73!
As!Margot!K.!Louis!argues!in!her!book!Swinburne&and&His&Gods,!Swinburne’s!personal!faith!
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eventually!evolved!from!a!simple!rejection!of!Christianity’s!model!(a!rejection!that!took!the!
form!of!pessimism!and!Atheism!and!lasted!throughout!the!decade!that!scholars!have!
deemed!his!“political!phase,”!1867T1876).74!Her!main!argument!throughout!the!book!is!
that!“Swinburne’s!work!develops!from!antiTChristian!polemic,!through!Romantic!prophecy!
and!the!humanistic!celebration!of!imaginative!power,!to!a!genuinely!agnostic!poetry.”75!
Though!she!herself!notes!that!Swinburne’s!poetry!is!never!a!strictly!linear!progression!
through!the!three!main!stages!that!she!sketches,!her!placement!of!overarching!themes!in!
his!works!is!a!very!useful!model.!According!to!Louis’s!model,!Critical&Essay!rests!at!a!pivotal!
location!in!the!timeline.!Scholars!like!Rikky!Rooksby!have!accused!Swinburne!of!
inaccurately!discounting!Blake’s!Christianity!in!his!analysis!of!the!poet’s!work.!That!would!
be!symptomatic!of!a!man!at!war!with!religion!who!held!a!great!deal!of!admiration!for!
someone!who!was,!to!some!degree,!religious!(Blake).!However,!Swinburne’s!attention!to!
the!Romantic!prophecy!in!Blake!and!Whitman’s!work!seems!to!also!be!a!marker!of!the!
second!stage!in!Swinburne’s!religious!development:!his!transition!“through!Romantic!
prophecy!and!the!humanistic!celebration!of!imaginative!power.”!
! The!above!phrase!evokes!both!Blake!and!Whitman.!Though!they!both!can!be!
considered!poetTprophets,!Blake’s!work!seems!to!more!squarely!fit!the!label!of!“Romantic!
prophecy.”!“The!humanistic!celebration!of!imaginative!power”!also!suggests!both!Whitman!
and!Blake!(Blake’s!assertion!that!divinity!lies!within!poetic!spirit!and!the!phrase!“all!deities!
reside!within!the!human!breast”!from!The&Marriage&of&Heaven&and&Hell!are!particularly!
applicable!here),!but!is!also!reminiscent!of!Whitman’s!deification!of!the!individual!and!
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religious!democracy.76!In!any!case,!Critical&Essay!seems!to!mark!a!turning!point!in!
Swinburne’s!religious!attitudes;!his!underplaying!of!the!Christian!influences!in!Blake’s!
work!suggests!a!degree!of!rebellion!against!Christianity!was!still!present!in!the!man,!but!he!
also!seems!to!be!open!to!the!religious!sentiments!expressed!in!Whitman!and!Blake’s!work.!!
Swinburne!seems!attracted!to!the!individualism!so!prevalent!in!both!Whitman!and!
Blake’s!Romantic!prophecy.!Louis!writes,!“Swinburne!proclaims!this!NeoTHegelian!vision!
dogmatically,!in!the!mode!of!Romantic!prophecy;!as!we!learn!from!his!essay!William&
Blake…!Romantic!prophecy!to!Swinburne!is!a!mixture!of!myth!and!didactic!allegory,!with!
the!emphasis!on!the!latter.”77!This!statement!about!his!focus!on!NeoTHegelian!logic!and!an!
emphasis!on!“myth!and!didactic!allegory”!points!clearly!to!consistencies!between!
Swinburne!and!Blake’s!approach!to!religion.!Just!prior,!Louis!states!that!Swinburne!“posits!
an!Idealist!deity!who!attains!to!self!realization!through!human!republican!activity;!only!in!
the!Republic!to!be!can!the!order!and!meaning!of!nature!become!fully!real,!selfTaware.”78!
This!statement!is!an!impressive!reflection!of!the!religious!sentiment!found!in!Whitman’s!
work;!God!is!found!in!nature,!in!the!people,!in!each!individual!who!should!be!celebrated!
and!elevated!according!to!Whitman’s!democratic!vision!of!America.!In!examining!
Swinburne’s!religious!evolution!and!rebellion!against!traditional!Anglican!Christianity,!
Blake!and!Whitman’s!doctrines!clearly!appear.!While!it!is!unclear!whether!the!two!
influenced!Swinburne’s!religious!creed!or!simply!happened!to!have!a!similar!philosophy!to!
his,!the!similarities!between!Whitman!and!Blake’s!religious!attitudes!as!explored!in!
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Chapter!2!and!those!held!by!Swinburne!are!critical!to!understanding!what!drew!Swinburne!
to!Blake!and!Whitman.!
! As!well!as!challenging!religious!norms,!all!three!men!rebelled!against!orthodox!ideas!
of!sexuality!in!some!way!(though!not!necessarily!the!same!way).!As!discussed!in!Chapter!2,!
both!Blake!and!Whitman!championed!a!degree!of!sexual!freedom.!Whitman!himself!is!
postulated!to!have!practiced!what!he!preached;!many!critics!point!to!him!as!an!example!of!
a!homosexual!man!writing!in!a!time!when!homosexuality!was!regarded!as!a!great!sin.!
Poems!of!his!such!as!“The!Sleepers”!never!overtly!claim!a!homosexual!identity!for!
Whitman,!but!the!innuendo!contained!within!the!verse!has!led!many!a!reader!to!speculate!
that!Whitman,!at!the!very!least,!held!a!deep!attraction!to!the!male!form.!!
Speculation!also!points!to!Swinburne!enjoying!some!uncommon!sexual!practices.!He!
seems!to!have!had!a!proclivity!for!flagellation!and!sadomasochism,!as!evidenced!by!some!of!
his!raunchier!works.!Swinburne’s!“The!Flogging!Block”!and!“Charlie!Collingwood’s!
Flogging”!suggest!an!erotic!response!to!the!beating!of!young!boys.!He!published!a!poem!
called!“Frank!Fane!–!A!Ballad”!in!a!monthly!journal!called!The&Pearl,!a!self!described!journal!
of!“facetiae”!and!“voluptuous!reading.”!In!the!protoTPlayboy!of!the!day,!Swinburne!wrote!
about!the!beating!of!a!young!schoolboy!named!Frank!Fane!and!the!seemingly!erotic!joy!his!
classmates!take!in!watching.!At!one!point,!it!reads:!
Now!his!comrades!they!took!him,!
Each!grasping!a!hand!
…They!swayed!down!his!body!
Rolled!up!his!shirtTtail,!
And!poised!up!his!buttocks,!
That!a!stroke!mightn’t!fail.!
Then!they!tied!down!his!legs,!
That!the!skin!might!draw!tight79!!
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Swinburne!then!explicitly!attaches!the!experience!of!watching!and!participating!in!a!
beating!to!pleasure:!!
Said!Arthur!to!Redgy,!
“We’ve!often!been!stripped,!
All!three!of!us!together,!
And!jollily!whipped;!
But!now!we’re!both!masters,!
And,!crickey!!It’s!fun,!
To!see!Frank!Fane!catching!
Three!floggings!in!one”80!!
!
To!lend!further!credence!to!his!flagellation!poetry!manifesting!his!sadomasochistic!desires,!
the!Oxford!Dictionary!of!National!Biography!states!that!Swinburne!often!spent!time!in!a!
flagellant!brothel!in!London.81!!
! Several!possible!reasons!have!been!presented!in!this!chapter!to!explain!why!
Swinburne!held!enough!admiration!for!Blake!to!write!an!entire!book!about!his!poetry!and!
why!he!felt!drawn!enough!to!Whitman!to!place!him!into!conversation!with!Blake.!The!first!
of!these!was!the!reinforcement!for!his!own!political!beliefs!that!he!likely!found!within!the!
two!men’s!poetry.!Swinburne!wrote!in!support!of!republican!reforms!in!England,!reforms!
that!would!increase!the!power!of!the!individual!and!the!degree!of!personal!freedom!
inherent!in!that!power.!Blake!and!Whitman’s!poetry!is!full!of!evidence!to!support!their!
individualism.!This!individualism!also!arose!in!discussions!of!religion.!Swinburne’s!
relationship!to!Christianity!was!everTevolving!and!his!personal!creed!went!through!stages!
as!he!aged.!His!movement!into!an!agnosticism!and!belief!in!the!value!of!Romantic!prophecy!
coincided!with!the!publication!of!Critical&Essay.!Swinburne!likely!saw!within!Whitman!and!
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Blake!either!support!for!his!ideas!about!religion!or!useful!alternative!models!that!would!
lead!him!to!form!new!ideas.!This!vein!of!individualism!also!runs!through!issues!of!
Swinburne’s!sexuality.!His!flagellation!poetry!and!sadomasochism!eschew!the!traditional!
views!on!sexuality!of!his!day!and!are!manifestations!of!the!support!for!personal!and!sexual!
freedom!found!in!Blake!and!Whitman’s!verse.!!
All!of!these!reasons!are!possibly!valid.!Freedman!argues!that!the!most!important!
point!is!Swinburne’s!political!agenda!and!the!ways!Whitman!and!Blake!bolster!his!ideas.!
Louis!argues!that!his!religious!evolution!relies!at!some!points!on!the!Romantic!prophecy!
that!Whitman!and!Blake!exemplify.!The!two!points!about!politics!and!religion!both!seem!
the!most!likely!candidates!in!explaining!Swinburne’s!attraction!to!Blake!and!Whitman.!
Critical&Essay!was!written!during!a!time!of!political!and!religious!upheaval!for!Swinburne,!
and!the!support!for!his!political/religious!belief!systems!found!in!Whitman!and!Blake’s!
poetry!is!evident.!A!theme!of!individualism!also!permeates!all!of!points!offered!here.!
Swinburne!likely!saw!within!the!two!poets!champions!of!individual!rights!and!freedom—
ideas!Swinburne!himself!supported.!Understanding!what!Swinburne!saw!in!Whitman!and!
Blake!and!reading!the!three!poets!(who!would!not!typically!be!categorized!together)!
through!the!lens!of!one!another!not!only!provides!a!frame!in!which!Critical&Essay!should!be!
analyzed,!but!also!furthers!the!ongoing!scholarly!conversation!about!the!main!goals!and!
themes!found!in!the!works!of!all!three.!!
! !
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CHAPTER(4((
&
! Swinburne’s!critical!relationship!with!Whitman!continued!beyond!1868!when!
Critical&Essay&was!published.!In!fact,!Swinburne!and!Whitman’s!responses!to!one!another!
after!Swinburne!made!his!initial!comparison!may!prove!to!be!a!more!fascinating!glimpse!
into!his!capacity!as!a!literary!critic.!This!chapter!will!examine!this!tumultuous!saga!in!
Swinburne’s!career:!his!writings!on!Whitman!postT1868.!First,!the!context!of!Swinburne’s!
exposure!to!Whitman!will!be!examined!more!thoroughly!to!better!explain!his!later!
critiques.!Then!the!chapter!will!compare!Swinburne’s!critiques!of!Whitman!in!Critical&Essay!
with!Swinburne’s!later!letters!and!writings,!most!notably!a!puzzling!1887!essay!entitled!
“Whitmania.”!Many!critics!have!puzzled!over!“Whitmania”!and!consider!it!a!drastic!shift!
from!Swinburne’s!assessment!of!Whitman!in&Critical&Essay.!Several!ideas!will!be!posited!in!
this!chapter!to!explain!oddities!that!arise!from!comparing!Swinburne’s!writings!on!
Whitman!from!1868!and!those!published!later.!!!
A!firm!understanding!of!Swinburne’s!exposure!to!Whitman!is!beneficial!to!
answering!the!question!of!whether!or!not!his!critical!opinion!of!Whitman!evolved!(and!to!
what!extent).!Two!essential!questions!are:!to!which!edition!of!Leaves&of&Grass&was!
Swinburne!referring!in!Critical&Essay,!and!why!does!the!edition!matter?!Evidence!suggests!
that!Swinburne!mostly!experienced!Whitman’s!verse!in!one!of!the!earliest!printings,!either!
the!1855!or!1856!edition.!He!refers!to!Leaves&of&Grass!in!an!1859!letter,!before!the!third!
edition’s!publication!in!1860.!He!describes!the!“immortal”!Whitman’s!early!edition!of!
Leaves&of&Grass!and!the!“jolly!good!things!in!it.”82!However,!(though!most!of!his!exposure!
was!likely!from!the!first!two!editions!of!Leaves&of&Grass)!he!clearly!refers!to!the!fourth,!
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1867!edition!in!Critical&Essay,!where!Swinburne!notes!Whitman’s!elegy!for!President!
Lincoln.!He!writes!that!there!is!among!Blake’s!work!no!“poem!or!passage!of!equal!length!so!
faultless!and!so!noble!as…![Whitman’s]!dirge!over!President!Lincoln—the!most!sweet!and!
sonorous!nocturn!ever!chanted!in!the!church!of!the!world.”83!“O!Captain!!My!Captain!”!or!
“When!Lilacs!Last!in!the!Dooryard!Blooom’d,”!the!likeliest!candidates,!were!published!in!
his!1865!Sequel&to&DrumGTaps!(the!year!of!Lincoln’s!assassination),!not!to!be!included!in!
Leaves&of&Grass&until!1867,!the!only!edition!in!print!between!the!time!of!Lincoln’s!death!and!
Critical&Essay&(1868).!!
Understanding!Swinburne’s!exposure!to!Whitman!is!an!important!endeavor,!as!he!
could!have!reacted!differently!to!different!works.!The!textual!history!of!Leaves&of&Grass!
makes!this!a!more!complicated!study.!Each!edition!went!through!many!changes,!and!the!
inclusion!or!exclusion!of!certain!poems!may!have!affected!Swinburne’s!reading.!As!has!
been!discussed,!Swinburne!was!first!exposed!to!the!earliest!two!editions!of!Leaves&of&Grass.!
It!is!a!reasonable!hypothesis!that!these!two!editions!would!have!affected!Swinburne’s!
overall!estimate!of!Whitman,!as!he!had!longer!to!reflect!upon!them.!That!is!not!to!say!that!
the!third!and!fourth!editions!had!no!impact!on!the!critic.!He!continually!cites,!both!in!his!
letters!and!in!Critical&Essay,!his!admiration!for!the!poem!“Out!of!the!Cradle!Endlessly!
Rocking,”!which!was!not!included!until!1860.84!The!only!other!specific!works!of!Whitman’s!
that!Swinburne!directly!references!in!his!Blake!review!were!those!on!Lincoln,!from!the!
1867!edition,!which!indicates!that!Whitman’s!inclusion!in!Critical&Essay!was!an!
afterthought.!Scholars,!and!even!Swinburne’s!letters,!evidence!the!fact!that!the!Blake!
review!was!essentially!complete!by!1865,!and!Swinburne!was!just!waiting!for!a!publisher!
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to!print!it.!It!is!therefore!a!reasonable!assumption!that!the!section!on!Whitman!was!written!
after!1867!when!the!fourth!edition!released,!making!Whitman’s!inclusion!an!afterthought!
to!the!whole!of!the!work.!This!makes!sense!given!the!five!pages’!position!at!the!very!end.!It!
is!also!possible!that!Swinburne!went!back!and!inserted!just!the!reference!to!Lincoln!at!a!
later!date.!However,!this!seems!less!probable!given!the!flow!in!Swinburne’s!prose!and!its!
impassioned,!unrehearsed!tenor.!
The!attention!of!this!chapter!will!now!turn!to!the!last!few!pages!of!Critical&Essay&and!
the!actual!words!that!Swinburne!uses!to!characterize!Whitman.!Chapter!2!explored,!
supported,!and!refuted!certain!statements!from!this!passage!of!criticism!regarding!
Whitman!and!Blake’s!similarity,!but!this!chapter!will!focus!only!on!Whitman,!and!using!the!
statements!made!by!Swinburne,!will!create!a!portrait!of!Whitman!as!Swinburne!saw!him!in!
the!1860s.!This!will!be!accomplished!through!a!close!reading!of!the!five!pages!at!the!end!of!
Critical&Essay,!focusing!on!the!statements!regarding!Whitman.!This!will!allow!for!the!
construction!of!a!larger!image!of!the!poet!through!Swinburne’s!estimate.!!
Surprisingly,!Whitman!factors!very!little!into!the!work!as!a!whole.!Swinburne!
mentioned!him!in!the!conclusion!of!the!book,!seemingly!as!a!point!of!reference!to!better!
understand!Blake.!Swinburne!introduces!Whitman!in!the!middle!of!a!discourse!on!Blake’s!
general!qualities,!writing:!“I!can!remember!one!poet!only!whose!work!seems!to!me!the!
same!or!similar!in!kind;!a!poet!as!vast!in!aim,!as!daring!in!detail,!as!unlike!others,!as!
coherent!to!himself,!as!strange!without!and!sane!within.”85!This!serves!as!an!introduction!
to!Whitman!and!a!transition!from!a!critique!solely!of!Blake!to!a!comparative!analysis.!
However,!these!statements!need!not!be!taken!only!in!relation!to!Blake.!While!Swinburne!is!
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asserting!that!these!qualities!apply!to!Blake,!he!is!also!ascribing!them!to!Whitman.!
According!to!Swinburne,!Whitman’s!poetry!is!“vast,”!“daring,”!and!original.!He!goes!on!to!
assert!the!comparable!nature!of!their!poetry!in!the!next!few!lines.!His!next!description!of!
Whitman!states!that!he!is!“not!a!more!passionate!preacher!of!sexual!or!political!freedom”!
than!Blake.86!This!view!of!Whitman!as!the!herald!of!democratic!thought!and!personal!
freedom!supports!the!idea!proposed!in!Chapter!3!that!Whitman’s!stances!on!such!matters!
were!primary!factors!in!attracting!Swinburne.!He!claimed!that!Whitman!and!Blake!were!
both!visionaries!of!“the!imperishable!form!of!a!possible!and!universal!Republic.”87!
The!next!sentences!of!the!review!attest!Whitman’s!openTmindedness.!Swinburne!
writes:!“To!each!all!sides!and!shapes!of!life!are!alike!acceptable!or!endurable.”88!This!is!
likely!a!more!nuanced!detail!in!the!larger!image!of!Whitman,!the!great!singer!and!supporter!
of!personal!freedom.!Whitman!is!painted!as!nonTjudgmental,!accepting!“all!sides!and!
shapes!of!life.”!Swinburne!further!claims!that!“nothing!is!excluded”!from!his!work!“that!is!
not!exclusive.”89!This!statement!is!more!ambiguous,!but!seems!to!say!that!the!elements!of!
society!that!“exclude”!(e.g.!monarchy,!sexual!repression,!social!stratification)!are!absent!
from!the!poets’!work,!but!everything!else!is!included,!from!dockworkers!to!presidents.!He!
likely!expressed!this!thought!in!such!a!paradoxical!manner!because!he!appreciated!the!turn!
of!phrase.!Swinburne!then!spends!a!few!lines!discussing!the!general!quality!of!Whitman’s!
(and!Blake’s)!verse.!Throughout!this!section!he!uses!the!pronoun!“they,”!but!every!
statement!he!makes!is!understood!to!have!applied!to!both!Whitman!and!Blake!individually.!
According!to!Swinburne,!Whitman!is!“full!of!faith!and!passion”!and!his!words!“strike!deep!
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and!run!wide!and!soar!high.”90!Swinburne!seems!attracted!to!the!genuine!passion!in!
Whitman’s!poetry.!He!not!only!praises!the!content!of!Whitman’s!poetry!and!its!focus!on!
freedom,!but!the!ardor!with!which!Whitman!expresses!it.!!
! Swinburne!also!describes!Whitman!as!a!pious,!selfless!martyr.!Swinburne!uses!this!
opportunity!to!tie!in!the!idea!of!the!prophetic!poet.!Swinburne!says,!“The!divine!devotion!
and!selfless!love!which!make!men!martyrs!and!prophets!are!alike!visible!and!palpable!in!
each.”91!Not!only!does!Swinburne!touch!upon!the!idea!of!poetic!prophecy!with!this!
assertion,!he!deems!Whitman!a!“martyr,”!a!term!with!heavy!religious!significance.!It!seems!
more!likely,!however,!that!Swinburne!is!referring!to!the!sacred!truth!he!perceives!within!
Whitman’s!poetry!despite!public!reception!that!sometimes!found!him!lascivious.!The!next!
few!lines!of!the!review!contribute!further!to!the!idea!of!the!poor,!selfless,!unappreciated!
servant!of!the!people.!Swinburne!goes!as!far!as!to!say!that!Blake!and!Whitman,!“being!poor!
in!the!sight!and!sense!of!the!world,!have!given!what!they!had!of!time!or!of!money,!of!labour!
or!of!love,!to!comfort!and!support!all!the!suffering!and!sick,!all!the!afflicted!and!misused.”92!
Not!only!does!this!view!label!Whitman!a!selfTsacrificing!and!highly!pious!man,!it!advances!
yet!again!the!idea!of!Whitman!as!the!prophetic!bard!of!a!free,!democratic!America.!He!
represents!and!cares!for!the!poor!and!the!“afflicted,”!the!lower!strata!of!society,!through!his!
poetry!and!serves!them!by!giving!them!a!voice.!However,!Swinburne!notes!that!Whitman’s!
good!works!on!behalf!of!society!are!“known!to!those!who!live!in!his!time,”!while!those!
undertaken!by!Blake!were!not.!!
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! Another!notable!expanse!of!Swinburne’s!description!of!Whitman!involves!a!less!
precise!account!of!the!poet.!With!one!exceedingly!lengthy!sentence!(containing!nine!semiT
colons),!Swinburne!associates!several!romantic!images!with!Whitman’s!poetry.!According!
to!Swinburne,!Whitman’s!poetry!resembles!“a!sound!as!of!a!sweeping!wind,”!the!moment!of!
a!sunrise,!“a!splendor”!sometimes!of!stars!and!sometimes!of!storms,!and!wings!flying!
through!the!air.93!Within!the!same!sentence,!he!describes!more!concrete!qualities!he!
notices!within!Whitman’s!work:!a!“resolute!and!reflective!love!of!liberty,”!a!“depth!of!
sympathy!and!a!height!of!scorn,”!power!of!“pictorial!concentration,”!and!a!talent!for!
crafting!vivid!imagery.94!
! He!does!qualify!his!earlier!statements!by!including!a!section!on!his!perception!of!
Whitman’s!“shortcomings”!which!he!asserts!are!also!the!same!as!Blake’s!flaws.!He!again!
uses!the!imagery!of!nature!to!explain!his!point!about!Whitman’s!style.!He!claims!Whitman’s!
work!“partakes!the!powers!and!the!faults!of!elemental!and!eternal!things;”!just!as!his!verse!
reflects!the!beauty!of!nature,!it!sometimes!reflects!the!violence,!confusion,!and!noisiness!of!
nature.95!However,!Swinburne!qualifies!his!qualification!by!claiming!this!characteristic!of!
Whitman!and!Blake’s!poetry!is!“a!necessary!part!of!the!divine!mechanism!of!things.”96!He!
even!goes!as!far!as!to!say!that!a!“work!or!art!of!which!this!cannot!be!said!is!superfluous!and!
perishable,!whatever!of!grace!or!charm!it!may!possess!or!assume.”97!Though!Whitman’s!
work!may!sometimes!be!tumultuous!and!incomprehensible,!according!to!Swinburne,!it!is!
necessarily!so.!!
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! Finally,!the!significance!of!Swinburne’s!comparison!of!Whitman!to!Blake!should!be!a!
factor!in!his!estimate!of!the!poet.!The!goal!of!the!final!section!of!Critical&Essay!is!that!
Whitman!and!Blake!are!remarkably!similar!poets.!According!to!Swinburne,!Whitman!
shares!in!Blake’s!faults!and!in!his!merits.!This!represents!a!praise!of!Whitman!in!and!of!
itself;!Swinburne!greatly!admired!Blake!and!devoted!much!of!his!life!to!studying!him.!By!
claiming!nearTidentity!between!Blake!and!Whitman,!Swinburne!is!placing!Whitman!on!par!
with!the!great!Blake,!an!honor!which!Swinburne!himself!describes,!“in!breadth!of!outline!
and!charm!of!colour,!these![Whitman’s]!poems!recall!the!work!of!Blake;!and!to!neither!poet!
can!a!higher!tribute!of!honest!praise!be!paid!than!this.”98!For!Swinburne,!Blake!is!one!of!the!
most!prodigious!English!poets,!and!by!virtue!of!his!comparison,!Whitman!must!be!
considered!one!of!the!literary!greats!as!well.!
! From!this!close!reading!of!Swinburne’s!statements!about!Whitman,!overarching!
qualities!emerge!that!describe!the!Whitman!of!Swinburne’s!appraisal!in!1868.!As!a!poet!he!
is!daring,!original,!and!has!a!profound!ability!to!craft!vivid!imagery.!He!is!an!advocate!of!
sexual!and!political!freedom!and!champions!all!without!judgment.!He!is!passionate.!He!is!a!
pious,!selfless!martyr!for!the!poor!and!meek.!Whitman!cannot!even!be!faulted!for!his!few!
weaknesses,!as!they!are!a!necessary!consequence!of!his!style!(which!Swinburne!had!just!
devoted!pages!to!praising).!He!is!a!great!poetTprophet!who!can!only!be!adequately!
compared!to!the!masterful!Blake.!The!Whitman!depicted!in!Critical&Essay!is!praiseworthy!to!
say!the!least,!the!powerful!and!highly!skilled!American!response!to!the!call!for!an!advocate!
of!social!and!political!freedom.!
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Historically,!Swinburne’s!mention!of!Whitman!in!Critical&Essay&was!initially!well!
received!by!the!poet,!and!there!is!strong!indication!that!Whitman!admired!Blake.!His!first!
recorded!response!to!Swinburne’s!publication!was!amiable!according!to!Freedman:!“When!
Conway!told!Whitman!that!Swinburne!was!championing!him!in!England,!the!relentless!selfT
publicist!replied:!‘I!feel!prepared!in!advance!to!render!my!cordial!and!admirant!respect!to!
Mr!Swinburne–!I!would!gladly!have!him!know!that!I!thank!him!heartily!for!the!mention!
which!I!understand,!he!has!made!of!me!in!the!Blake.’”99!While!his!gratitude!might!have!only!
been!attributed!to!the!international!recognition!he!was!garnering!through!Swinburne,!this!
comparison!was!considered!by!many!in!England!to!be!high!praise!for!Whitman.!In!his!essay!
about!Swinburne’s!tumultuous!attitude!towards!Whitman,!W.!B.!Cairns!explains!that!
Swinburne’s!inclusion!of!Whitman!in!his!opinion!of!Blake!“is!probably!the!highest!tribute!
that!Swinburne!ever!paid!to!the!poet.”100!By!lumping!him!with!the!legendary!Blake,!
Swinburne!was!paying!Whitman!a!high!compliment.!!
! Whitman!did!not!only!engage!with!Swinburne’s!review!of!Blake.!After!the!
publication!of!Critical&Essay,!Whitman!read!more!into!Blake!and!his!works.!Freedman!
discusses!Whitman’s!response!to!Gilchrist’s!Life&of&Blake;!she!describes!him!as!being!
“taken”!with!the!work.101!In!a!letter,!Whitman!wrote!that!Gilchrist’s!books!on!Blake!“are!
queer!books,!the!very!finest!of!printing!&!paper!&!some!odd!pictures,”!and!“though!they!are!
very!queer!in!the!story!of!Blake’s!life!and!works,!there!is!a!deal!that!is!interesting!&!good!to!
chew!on–!then!they!are!such!beautiful!specimens!of!paper!&!printing,!it!is!a!pleasure!to!
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read!them.”102!In!fact,!it!was!in!Gilchrist’s!works!on!Blake!that!Whitman!first!saw!Blake’s!
engraving!“Death’s!Door,”!which!he!admired!and!requested!as!the!basis!for!the!design!of!his!
own!tomb.103!However,!it!should!be!noted!that!Whitman’s!interaction!with!and!praise!of!
Blake’s!works!came!much!later!in!his!life.!Freedman!speculates!that!at!this!point!in!
Whitman’s!life,!he!no!longer!saw!Blake!as!a!poetic!rival.104!This!“rivalry”!was!fueled!by!
Whitman’s!desperate!need!to!be!seen!as!original,!a!goal!that!Swinburne!had!threatened!
with!Critical&Essay.!
! However!much!Whitman!may!have!been!gratified!with!his!international!recognition!
or!admired!Blake’s!work,!he!was!less!than!pleased!when!he!actually!learned!what!
Swinburne!had!written!about!him.!This!is!not!surprising!when!one!considers!Whitman’s!
goals!and!the!atmosphere!surrounding!him!at!the!time.!America!was!a!fledgling!country!
and!an!experiment!in!democracy;!a!heavy!emphasis!was!placed!on!nationalism!and!“pride!
in!country”!(a!sentiment!found!extensively!in!the!politics!of!the!time,!but!also!echoed!in!
literature).!There!was!a!need!for!a!truly!“American”!poet,!one!who!could!embody!and!
express!the!grand!ideals!of!the!new!nation!as!separate!from!its!formerly!British!identity.!
Whitman!saw!himself!stepping!into!this!position.!He!seemed!to!aspire!to!become!the!bard!
of!the!Americas.!Therefore,!being!publicly!declared!identical!to!a!British!poet!(essentially!a!
“copy”!of!him,!as!Blake!wrote!long!before!Whitman’s!time)!worked!heavily!against!his!
agenda!of!“AmericanTness”!and!was!rather!insulting.!He!even!went!so!far!as!to!pen!an!
anonymous!review!of!Swinburne’s!ideas!in!the!third!person,!writing:!
Of!William!Blake!and!Walt!Whitman.!Both!are!mystics,!extatics!but!the!
difference!between!them!is!this–!and!a!vast!difference!it!is:!Blake’s!visions!
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grow!to!be!the!rule,!displace!the!normal!condition,!fill!the!field,!spurn!the!
visible,!objective!life,!and!seat!the!subjective!spirit!on!an!absolute!throne,!
wilful!and!uncontrolled.!But!Whitman,!though!he!occasionally!prances!off,!
takes!flight!with!an!abandon!and!capriciousness!of!step!or!wing,!and!a!
rapidity!and!whirling!power,!which!quite!dizzy!the!reader!in!his!first!
attempts!to!follow,!always!holds!the!mastery!over!himself,!and,!even!in!his!
most!intoxicated!lunges!or!pirouettes,!never!once!loses!control,!or!even!
equilibrium.!To!the!pe[rfect]!sense,!it!is!evident!that!he!goes!off!because!he!
permits!himself!to!do!so,!while!ever!the!director,!or!direct’d!principle!sits!
coolly!at!hand,!at!any!a!moment.!In!Walt!Whitman,!escapades!of!this!sort!are!
the!exceptions.!The!main!character!of!his!poetry!is!the!normal,!the!universal,!
the!simple,!the!eternal!platform!of!the!best!manly!and!womanly!qualities.105!
!
While!initially!conceding!some!similarity,!Whitman!claims!inherent!stylistic!differences!
between!himself!and!Blake,!insinuating!that!he!can!control!his!writing!and!“escapades”!
better!than!Blake!can!(even!as!he!“occasionally!prances!off”)!and!that!his!poetry!is!
“normal,”!“universal,”!and!even!“of!the!best!manly!and!womanly!qualities.”!!
! Though!Whitman!pushed!back!against!a!oneTtoTone!comparison!with!Blake,!not!all!
of!his!acquaintances!agreed!with!his!selfTassessment.!As!referenced!in!Chapter!2,!
Whitman’s!friend!John!Swinton!claimed!that!neither!he!nor!other!companions!of!
Whitman’s!could!distinguish!between!his!and!Blake’s!poetry.!Whitman!wrote!of!this!in!a!
letter!to!William!and!Ellen!O’Connor,!the!former!who,!possibly!in!an!effort!to!placate!the!
apparently!irritated!Whitman,!wrote:!
Swinton’s!discovery!of!the!resemblance!in!form!between!Leaves&of&Grass!and!
Blake’s!poetry,!is!in!my!humble!opinion,!a!mare’s!nest!of!the!first!water.!The!
resemblance!is!extremely!superficial!—!about!as!much!between!the!
Gregorian!chant,!bellowed!by!bullTnecked!priests!with!donkey!lips,!and!a!
firstTclass,!infinitely!varied,!complexTmelodied!Italian!opera,!sung!by!voices!
halfThuman,!halfTdivine.106!
!
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Freedman!comments!that!Whitman’s!sensitivity!to!comparisons!with!Blake!stemmed!from!
his!inherent!discomfort!with!any!perceived!accusations!of!unoriginality.!She!claims!that!it!
was!“all!very!well!for!Swinburne!to!pay!tribute!to!Whitman!as!the!emergent!and!prophetic!
voice!of!a!new!AmericanTled!democratic!poetic,”!but!that!the!degree!to!which!Swinburne!
claimed!resemblance!implied!mimicry.107!As!Blake!wrote!long!before!Whitman,!his!friends!
asserting!that!their!verses!were!similar!threatened!Whitman’s!persona!as!the!unique!poetT
prophet!of!America.!Assurances!such!as!that!given!by!O’Connor,!that!Whitman!was!more!
complex!and!sophisticated!than!Blake,!would!have!been!necessary!to!maintain!Whitman’s!
ego!and!vision!of!himself.!
! Swinburne!and!Whitman’s!tumultuous!critical!relationship!did!not!end!there.!The!
portrait!Swinburne!painted!of!Whitman!in!his!later!article,!“Whitmania,”!is!discussed!more!
often!in!scholarly!circles!than!Whitman’s!mention!in!Critical&Essay.!This!article,!published!in!
The&Fortnightly&Review&in!1887!(over!ten!years!after!Critical&Essay’s!publication),!appears!to!
be!a!complete!inverse!of!Swinburne’s!earlier!treatise!on!Whitman.!In!Critical&Essay,!
Swinburne!extols!Whitman!as!a!literary!virtuoso,!briefly!touches!upon!(then!justifies)!his!
shortcomings,!and!argues!for!his!importance!to!the!great!republican!ideal.!In!“Whitmania,”!
Swinburne!denounces!those!who!praise!Whitman!too!highly,!begrudgingly!concedes!some!
value!in!some!of!Whitman’s!work,!and!spends!the!majority!of!the!essay!underscoring!his!
incompetence!as!a!poet.!He!essentially!argues!that!despite!the!praise!lavished!upon!
Whitman,!his!works!hold!no!value!beyond!sheer!rhetoric!and!contain!little!substance.!This!
apparently!stark!contrast!in!Swinburne’s!published!critiques!of!Whitman!has!been!fodder!
for!much!critical!speculation.!The!confusion!is!justified;!the!man!that!Swinburne!once!
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described!as!a!“vast,”!“daring”!poet!whose!work!displayed!“lyrical!excellence”!became!in!
“Whitmania”!a!“pedantic!writer!of!poems!distilled!from!other!poems,”!whom!Swinburne!
had!never!regarded!“as!a!poet!or!a!thinker!in!the!proper!sense.”108!!
! A!shift!in!the!language!used!by!Swinburne!to!discuss!Whitman!is!discernable!
elsewhere!in!Swinburne’s!writings!during!the!late!1880s.!A!letter!to!Swinburne!from!
Ramsay!Colles!in!1886!read,!“Your!words!on!Whitman!greatly!pleased!me!and!I!trust!you!
can!still!say!that!no!opinion!expressed!by!him!exists!which!does!not!win!yr.!sympathy,”!to!
which!Swinburne!replied,!!
“I!am!by!no!means!a!Whitmaniac,!though!I!still!genuinely!admire!his!best!
earlier!work.!His!indiscriminate!admirers!have!almost!wearied!&!sickened!
me!(among!many!others)!of!the!man’s!very!name:!&!he!has!written!so!much!
sheer!twaddle,!of!the!feeblest!&!emptiest!kind,!that!I!doubt!whether!posterity!
will!have!patience!to!pick!out!his!plums!from!such!a!mass!of!indigestible!
dough.”109!
!
Most!of!Swinburne’s!other!remarks!on!Whitman!from!this!period!of!criticism!deal!similarly!
with!qualification.!He!initially!expresses!admiration!for!some&of!Whitman’s!work!(or!
aspects!of!it),!then!qualifies!this!admiration!by!highlighting!the!poet’s!flaws!or!insinuating!
that!he!is!being!praised!too!indiscriminately.!Swinburne!tends!to!distance!himself!from!the!
seemingly!unmitigated!praise!that!he!lavished!upon!Whitman!in!1868.!From!his!later!
remarks!on!Whitman,!“Whitmania”!especially,!there!is!also!a!tendency!to!praise!Whitman!
for!his!ideas,!tone,!and!passion,!but!to!criticize!the!method!by!which!Whitman!relays!those!
ideas.!Swinburne,!an!apparent!formalist,!saw!little!value!in!the!free!verse!that!Whitman!
produced.!Many!of!his!critiques!label!Whitman’s!poetry!sheer!rhetoric:!flowery!language!
that!holds!no!real!substance.!In!“Whitmania,”!Swinburne!argues!that!poetry!is!a!craft!and!a!
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science,!and!that!Whitman!thinks!himself!above!the!formalities!of!that!craft!in!the!mostly!
free!verses!of!Leaves&of&Grass.!Despite!the!glowing!review!he!gave!to!Whitman!in!Critical&
Essay,!many!critics!consider!Swinburne’s!analysis!of!Whitman!in!“Whitmania”!to!be!
scathing,!meanTspirited,!and!incompatible!with!his!earlier!critiques.!
! The!seeming!contradiction!between!Swinburne’s!1868!response!to!Walt!Whitman!
and!his!lateT1880s!opinion!has!become!the!subject!of!much!speculation.!Several!theories!
will!be!provided!here!to!attempt!to!explain!Swinburne’s!“shift”!in!opinion,!some!with!more!
critical!support!than!others.!Though!many!possible!explanations!have!been!posited!to!
provide!context!for!this!jarring!critical!transition,!only!the!most!plausible!theories!will!be!
explored.!However,!it!should!be!noted!that!each!suggestion!listed!here!is!just!that—a!
suggestion.!Unless!some!primary!correspondence!or!document!is!discovered!in!which!
Swinburne!himself!explicitly!states!the!reasoning!behind!the!different!language!used!to!
describe!Whitman!in!Critical&Essay!and!“Whitmania,”!critics!can!only!speculate!as!to!his!
motivation.!
One!of!these!speculations!is!that!Swinburne!did!simply!change!his!mind!about!
Whitman.!Whitman!would!have!published!several!new!works!in!the!time!span!between!
Critical&Essay!and!“Whitmania”!(here!is!where!knowing!which!edition!of!Leaves&of&Grass!
Swinburne!read!becomes!important).!Swinburne!simply!may!not!have!liked!new!directions!
of!Whitman’s!work.!Tastes!evolve!as!people!age,!and!Swinburne’s!tastes!could!have!shifted!
away!from!Whitman’s!favor.!Swinburne!could!have!also!reinterpreted!the!same!works!that!
he!praised!in!1868.!The!critic!was!in!a!different!phase!of!his!life!when!he!published!Critical&
Essay&in!the!1860s!from!when!he!published!“Whitmania”!in!the!1880s.!The!Swinburne!of!
the!1860s!was!entrenched!in!what!biographers!have!described!as!his!“political!phase.”!It!is!
!
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conceivable!that!during!this!time!in!his!life,!Swinburne!would!have!been!enamored!with!the!
ideas!presented!within!Whitman’s!work.!However,!as!his!passions!changed!and!Swinburne!
aged,!Whitman’s!ideas!became!less!important!to!him,!and!he!began!to!notice!flaws!he!had!
initially!overlooked.!Swinburne!may!have,!later!in!his!life,!noticed!aspects!of!the!same!
poetry!by!Whitman!that!he!did!not!notice!before,!and!he!may!not!have!enjoyed!these!
aspects.!!
Another!theory!points!to!outside!factors!affecting!Swinburne’s!reading!of!Whitman.!
These!outside!factors!have!received!less!attention!from!critics!discussing!the!
Swinburne/Whitman!controversy,!but!they!are!viable!channels!of!exploration!nonetheless.!
One!of!these!outside!forces!on!Swinburne’s!criticism!comes!in!the!form!of!a!man—
Theodore!WattsTDunton.!WattsTDunton!was!a!poet!and!friend!of!Swinburne,!and!when!
Swinburne’s!alcoholism!and!lifestyle!started!heavily!affecting!his!life,!WattsTDunton!
brought!him!to!his!house!called!“The!Pines”!and!nursed!him!back!to!health.110!!WattsT
Dunton!is!often!described!as!highly!conservative;!according!to!the!Oxford!Dictionary!of!
National!Biography’s!entry!on!Swinburne,!WattsTDunton!condemned!Swinburne’s!lifestyle,!
restricted!Swinburne’s!access!to!people!of!which!he!did!not!approve,!and!“narrowed”!the!
author’s!ideals.111!WattsTDunton!would!not!likely!have!approved!of!Whitman’s!flagrant!
sexuality;!this!could!very!easily!have!influenced!Swinburne’s!opinion.!Swinburne!led!a!
relatively!isolated!existence!with!WattsTDunton,!giving!WattsTDunton!a!position!of!
influence!over!the!recovering!Swinburne.112!Swinburne’s!reclusive!life!in!Putney!Pines!with!
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WattsTDunton!corresponds!with!the!publication!of!“Whitmania”!and!with!a!growing!sense!
of!closedTmindedness!in!his!work.!
Other!outside!factors!might!have!affected!Swinburne’s!worldview,!and!his!criticism!by!
extent.!The!end!of!the!nineteenth!century!brought!about!several!changes!in!public!life.!
English!laws!prohibiting!“lewd”!sexual!acts,!including!homosexuality,!were!being!enforced!
publically,!and!the!1860s!republican!movement!in!which!Swinburne!took!part!was!dying!
down.!Julia!F.!Saville!has!proposed!in!an!article!entitled!“Swinburne!Contra!Whitman:!From!
Cosmopolitan!Republican!to!Parochial!English!Jingo?”!that!a!shift!in!Swinburne’s!critical!
outlook!came!as!a!shift!in!English!politics!created!tension!between!Swinburne’s!identity!as!
a!successful,!cosmopolitan!poet!and!his!identity!as!a!champion!of!republicanism.113!
Swinburne!saw!Whitman!as!a!fellow!fighter!for!freedom,!both!political!and!sexual,!when!he!
praised!him!in!Critical&Essay.!With!the!public!climate!shifting!to!one!of!hostility!towards!the!
ideas!Swinburne!praised,!he!might!have!feared!the!reaction!that!would!come!if!he!
continued!to!praise!the!author!of!such!sexually!scandalizing!(especially!as!Swinburne!had!a!
proclivity!for!flagellation!himself)!and!politically!polarizing!material.!!
Finally,!there!is!a!theory!that!seems!to!be!largely!insignificant!to!most!scholars!
entrenched!in!the!Swinburne!and!Whitman!debate!but!is!a!valid!one!regardless.!This!theory!
requires!that!readers!take!Swinburne!at!his!word!and!recognize!that!“Whitmania”!exists!
only!as!a!qualification!on!Critical&Essay!and!is!not!a!“change”!in!Swinburne’s!opinion!at!all.!
The!crux!of!this!theory’s!validity!lies!in!the!understanding!of!Swinburne’s!unique!style.!It!is!
reasonable!to!read!the!last!few!pages!of!Critical&Essay!and!get!the!impression!that!
Swinburne!thought!Whitman!to!be!a!great!poet.!As!demonstrated!early!in!this!chapter,!
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Swinburne!uses!almost!exclusively!positive!language!to!discuss!Whitman.!It!is!also!
reasonable!to!read!“Whitmania”!and!get!the!impression!that!Swinburne!despises!Whitman.!
The!language!Swinburne!uses!to!discuss!Whitman!in!that!article!is!vitriolic!and!biting,!and!
he!throws!some!very!pointed!jabs!at!Whitman’s!work.!Believing!that!Swinburne!had!
drastically!changed!his!mind!about!Whitman!is!understandable.!However,!this!is!all!a!result!
of!Swinburne’s!particular!style.!!
Though!a!Victorian!by!date!and!most!critics’!estimates,!Swinburne!retained!some!
particularly!Romantic!stylistic!tendencies!(in!his!prose!work!especially).!He!is!passionate!
almost!to!a!fault—Swinburne!did!not!tend!to!simply!“like”!something,!he!adored!it.!He!
revered!it.!He!did!not!tend!to!simply!“dislike”!anything!either.!He!abhorred!it.!He!loathed!it.!
Of!course,!these!are!exaggerations,!but!Swinburne!was!a!critic!who!dealt!heavily!in!
exaggeration.!The!particulars!of!Swinburne’s!style!will!be!explored!in!Chapter!5,!but!his!
inclination!towards!impassioned!writing!should!be!noted!here!as!it!can!sometimes!obscure!
Swinburne’s!meaning.!Qualifications!of!his!praise!for!Whitman!can!be!found!in!Critical&
Essay!itself.!Towards!the!end!of!the!section!on!Whitman,!Swinburne!concedes!that!
Whitman!does!have!flaws,!but!says!he!will!not!expand!upon!them!in!that!book.!In!the!
opening!paragraphs!of!“Whitmania,”!Swinburne!references!the!praise!he!gave!to!Whitman!
and!notes!that!he!never!“enlisted!in!the!noble!army!of!Whitmaniacs”!and!never!“meant!to!
imply”!what!he!“most!assuredly!never!said”—that!he!“regarded!Mr.!Whitman!as!a!poet!or!a!
thinker!in!the!proper!sense.”114!According!to!this!theory,!he!never!found!Whitman’s!form!to!
be!praiseworthy!and!only!lauded!his!ideas,!a!sentiment!he!only!reiterates!in!“Whitmania.”!
This!caveat!might!have!understandably!been!lost!on!readers!swept!up!by!his!passionate!
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prose!style.!Additionally,!Swinburne!possibly!did!not!want!to!seem!indiscriminately!
generous!with!his!praise,!as!the!letter!to!Ramsay!Colles!suggests;!this!would!have!
diminished!his!value!as!a!critic.!According!to!his!opinion!in!“Whitmania,”!he!greatly!
admired!Whitman,!but!thought!praise!of!him!often!went!too!far!and!that!Whitman!was!
being!“overrated.”!
The!most!likely!scenario!is!a!combination!of!all!three!(to!an!extent).!It!is!implausible!
that!age!and!experience!had!no!effect!on!Swinburne’s!opinions!in!the!decade!between!the!
publication!of!Critical&Essay!and!“Whitmania.”!It!also!seems!likely!that!WattsTDunton!and!
the!increasingly!conservative!atmosphere!of!Swinburne’s!time!would!have!impacted!the!
poet!to!a!degree.!However,!what!seems!to!be!the!most!likely!theory!is!that!“Whitmania”!is!
simply!a!qualification!that!refines!and!adds!another!dimension!to!his!earlier!statements!
about!Whitman.!This!function!of!the!essay!is!largely!obscured!by!impassioned!language!and!
Swinburne’s!particular!style.!Swinburne’s!critical!relationship!with!Whitman,!regardless!of!
the!motivations!that!shaped!its!course,!is!an!interesting!example!of!multiple!aspects!of!
Swinburne’s!professional!career.!If!the!first!theory!holds!true,!it!is!an!example!of!the!real!
nature!of!literary!criticism—that!it!is!a!series!of!personal!opinions!(granted,!they!often!
come!from!individuals!who!are!highly!educated!on!the!matter)!that!are!subject!to!change.!If!
the!second!theory!is!valid,!it!is!an!example!of!society!and!other!outside!forces!heavily!
shaping!the!reception!of!literature.!If!the!third!theory!is!correct,!it!is!an!example!of!
Swinburne’s!style!obfuscating!his!intended!meaning.!Whatever!the!truth!might!be,!there!is!
a!good!deal!to!be!learned!from!this!curious!episode!in!Swinburne’s!career.!
! !
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CHAPTER(5(
&
! Critical&Essay&is!helpful!for!understanding!how!Swinburne,!Whitman,!and!Blake!all!
participated!in!an!ongoing!conversation!about!aesthetics,!sexual!liberty,!and!republican!
spirit,!as!well!as!how!Swinburne!and!Whitman’s!professional!relationship!could!have!
evolved!or!been!affected!by!the!forces!of!Swinburne’s!time.!However,!it!also!fruitfully!
illustrates!Swinburne!in!his!capacity!as!a!nineteenth!century!literary!critic.!Literary!
criticism!in!the!1800s!was!a!distinctive!craft!unlike!today’s!more!analytical,!argumentative!
form.!Swinburne’s!particular!style,!as!Critical&Essay!exemplifies,!was!exaggerated,!poetic,!
and!passionate.!It!was!attacked!by!such!prominent!figures!as!T.!S.!Eliot,!a!modernist!who!
disapproved!of!Swinburne’s!potent!aestheticism!and!bombastic!prose!style.!However,!
when!contextualized!with!the!literary!movements!that!shaped!Swinburne’s!landscape!and!
placed!alongside!the!criticism!of!his!contemporaries,!Swinburne’s!critical!style!emerges!as!
a!landmark!in!the!grand!portrait!of!AngloTAmerican!literary!criticism.!
! To!understand!Swinburne’s!literary!idiosyncrasies,!it!is!helpful!to!measure!his!style!
by!the!yardstick!of!modern!criticism.!Swinburne’s!prose!is!often!impassioned!and!broad,!
especially!in!Critical&Essay.&His!literary!observations!are!not!concrete!or!specific;!he!
employs!metaphor!and!simile!heavily!in!his!work,!which!sometimes!obscures!his!meaning!
and!forces!the!reader!to!be!diligent!in!deciphering!it.!For!example,!in!the!last!pages!of!
Critical&Essay,!Swinburne!voices!his!disapproval!of!some!qualities!shared!by!Whitman!and!
Blake.!Rather!than!simply!and!explicitly!stating!these!qualities!and!providing!textual!
evidence,!vague!Romantic!imagery!conveys!his!personal!sense!of!the!writers’!shortcomings.!
According!to!Swinburne,!both!Whitman!and!Blake’s!poetry!
…has!at!once!the!melody!and!the!laxity!of!a!fitful!stormTwind;!that,!being!
oceanic,!it!is!troubled!with!violent!groundswells!and!sudden!perils!of!ebb!and!
!
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reflux,!of!shoal!and!reef,!perplexing!to!the!swimmer!or!the!sailor;!in!a!word,!
that!it!partakes!the!powers!and!the!faults!of!elemental!and!eternal!things;!
that!it!is!at!times!noisy!and!barren!and!loose,!rootless!and!fruitless!and!
informal;!and!is!in!the!main!fruitful!and!delightful!and!noble,!a!necessary!part!
of!the!divine!mechanism!of!things.115!
!
Swinburne’s!evocative!description,!while!understandable!in!a!general!sense,!provides!only!
metaphor!with!little!explanation.!He!oftentimes!seems!to!get!so!swept!up!in!his!own!
literary!devices!that!he!loses!his!original!intention.!
! Swinburne’s!prose!style!is!also!very!poetic.!His!sentence!structure!and!heavy!use!of!
imagery!indicate!a!highly!aestheticized!mind.!Jerome!McGann’s!unorthodox!book!
Swinburne:&An&Experiment&in&Criticism!analyzes!Swinburne’s!poetic!qualities,!arguing,!“great!
criticism!is!creative!and!has!in!it,!to!a!greater!or!lesser!degree,!the!qualities!proper!to!
poetry.116!The!book!cites!a!quotation!from!Swinburne!that!asserts!a!proper!critic!needs!to!
be!a!poet!as!well.!It!goes!on!to!say!that:!!
impressionistic!prose![the!type!created!by!Swinburne]!makes!its!own!
creative!duties!one!of!its!primary!themes.!Its!rhetoric!aims!to!convince!us!
that!experience!is!more!important!than!ideas,!and!that!its!own!prose!form—a!
vehicle!customarily!associated!with!discursive!and!philosophic!purposes—
also!has!obligations!to!foster!the!symbolic!and!creative!values!which!we!
ordinarily!associate!with!poetry.117!
!
This!aptly!describes!Swinburne’s!critical!style.!His!long!sentences!broken!up!by!an!
inordinately!large!number!of!semiTcolons!can!almost!be!read!as!poetic!verse,!and!although!
they!are!analytical!in!nature,!they!appear!at!times!to!be!imitating!the!conventions!of!the!
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117!McGann,!Experiment&in&Criticism,!14.!
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poetry!they!describe.!There!are!certain!benefits!to!this!type!of!criticism.!Through!the!use!of!
his!poetic!style,!metaphor,!and!imagery,!Swinburne!conveys!a!more!visceral!understanding!
of!his!own!emotional!response!to!the!works!he!discusses.!This!allows!the!reader!to!
experience!Swinburne’s!reading!of!the!work!more!immediately!and!personally.!!
! However,!there!are!pitfalls!to!this!style.!Due!to!their!poetic!and!aesthetic!nature,!
Swinburne’s!essays!do!not!approach!literature!“scientifically”!(here,!meaning!a!clear!
ordering!of!logical!conclusions!supported!by!specific!evidence).!Rather,!they!relay!a!series!
of!Swinburne’s!personal!impressions.!Without!specific!examples,!the!reader!may!not!
necessary!comprehend!Swinburne’s!meaning.!Relating!general!opinions,!especially!in!
Swinburne’s!long,!embellished!manner,!can!obscure!the!main!point.!Swinburne!is!also!fond!
of!superlatives;!it!seems!that!nearly!every!canonized!poet!that!he!read!was!far!and!away!
the!greatest.!Swinburne’s!criticism!does!carry!nuance!and!qualification!(explored!in!
Chapter!4),!but!these!nuances!often!require!more!patience!to!uncover!than!his!readers!
possess.!Finally,!Swinburne’s!reliance!on!comparison,!while!not!inherently!negative,!can!
lead!to!logical!fallacies!like!those!explored!by!analyzing!Critical&Essay!in!Chapter!2!when!
combined!with!his!impassioned!exaggeration.!!
! Many!scholars!of!Swinburne!have!noticed!issues!such!as!these.!Among!the!negative!
responses!to!Swinburne’s!style!is!an!essay!entitled!“Imperfect!Critics”!by!T.!S.!Eliot,!from!
his!collection!The&Sacred&Wood.&Almost!echoing!the!logic!in!Swinburne’s!“Whitmania,”!Eliot!
contests!that!while!Swinburne’s!knowledge!base!is!sound,!his!method!of!criticism!can!
hardly!be!called!criticism!at!all.!In!fact,!Eliot!takes!a!stance!against!impressionistic!criticism!
as!a!whole,!going!as!far!as!to!claim!that!the!last!true!literary!critic!died!with!Samuel!Taylor!
!
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Coleridge.118!!This!quote!from!the!introduction!to!the!essay!summarizes!his!main!
argument:!!
…the!content!is!not,!in!an!exact!sense,!criticism.!The!faults!of!style!are,!of!
course,!personal;!the!tumultuous!outcry!of!adjectives,!the!headstrong!rush!of!
undisciplined!sentences,!are!the!index!to!the!impatience!and!perhaps!
laziness!of!a!disorderly!mind.!But!the!style!has!one!positive!merit:!it!allows!
us!to!know!that!Swinburne!was!writing!not!to!establish!a!critical!reputation,!
not!to!instruct!a!docile!public,!but!as!a!poet!his!notes!upon!poets!whom!he!
admired.119!
!
With!this!thought,!Eliot!denounces!Swinburne’s!style!as!“lazy,”!“undisciplined,”!and!
personally!flawed.!He!even!strips!the!title!of!“critic”!from!Swinburne!altogether,!relegating!
him!solely!to!poetry.!Though!these!criticisms!sound!harsh,!Eliot!notices!salient!aspects!of!
Swinburne’s!style.!The!quoted!passage!from!Critical&Essay&evidences!Swinburne’s!proclivity!
for!adjective!use,!and!the!last!few!pages!of!the!essay!demonstrate!several!instances!where!
Swinburne’s!sentiments!seem!disorganized.!Eliot’s!essay!argues!that!Swinburne’s!style!
produces!indefensible!ideas.!He!claims!that!Swinburne!only!gives!general!opinions,!which!
could!never!be!proven!or!disproven.!Eliot!argues!that!the!true!critic!must!take!a!defensible!
stance!on!a!work!of!literature!that!reveals!something!about!the!work,!and!the!critic!must!
use!evidence!to!defend!that!argument.!!
! However,!Eliot!wrote!this!opinion!on!Swinburne!in!1920,!half!a!century!after!Critical&
Essay’s!publication.!If!scholars!understand!Swinburne’s!criticism!only!through!Eliot’s!lens!
(or!a!modern!critical!lens!in!general),!they!are!not!reading!Swinburne!in!his!own!context!
and!thus!cannot!see!the!full!picture!of!influence!and!effect.!Examining!Swinburne’s!
contemporaries,!such!as!Walter!Pater!and!Oscar!Wilde,!can!help!contextualize!Swinburne’s!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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impressionistic!form.!Pater,!who!also!operated!in!impressionistic!criticism!(and!was!
subsequently!denounced!by!Eliot!as!well),!concludes!his!work!Renaissance:&Studies&of&Art&
and&Poetry&with!a!passage!that!describes!his!aesthetic!approach!to!criticism!well.!He!writes,!
“To!such!a!tremulous!wisp!constantly!reTforming!itself!on!the!stream,!to!a!single!sharp!
impression,!with!a!sense!in!it,!a!relic!more!or!less!fleeting,!of!such!moments!gone!by,!what!
is!real!in!our!life!fines!itself!down.”120!To!Pater,!the!“real”!substance!experienced!in!life!can!
only!be!just!that—experienced.!Within!this!framework,!nature!and!art!unfold!through!a!
series!of!fleeting!impressions!upon!the!mind,!and!only!these!fleeting!impressions!may!be!
relayed.!He!continues!to!say,!“It!is!with!this!movement,!with!the!passage!and!dissolution!of!
impressions,!images,!sensations,!that!analysis!leaves!off—that!continual!vanishing!away,!
that!strange,!perpetual!weaving!and!unweaving!of!ourselves.”121!This!idea!is!foundational!
to!Swinburne’s!impressionistic!criticism.!Humans!and!their!impressions!of!the!world!are!
constantly!shifting!and!evolving.!Impressionistic!criticism!gives!the!reader!insight!into!how!
literature!is!affecting!the!critic!and!his!or!her!emotions!in!that!moment.!The!reader!of!
impressionistic!criticism!is!experiencing!the!emotions!elicited!by!art!or!literature!right!
along!with!the!critic.!
! Oscar!Wilde,!another!contemporary!of!Swinburne’s,!also!writes!about!the!value!in!
this!kind!of!criticism.!In!his!dialectical!essay!“The!Critic!as!Artist,”!Wilde!argues!that!
criticism!is!necessarily!a!creative!task!and!that!it!must!be!aesthetically!rather!than!just!
intellectually!valuable.!He!writes!that!literary!criticism!in!its!purest!sense!relays!the!critic’s!
impressions!to!the!reader,!taking!inspiration!from!the!literature!it!is!critiquing!just!as!the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
120!Walter!H.!Pater,!Studies&in&the&History&of&the&Renaissance&(London:!Macmillan!and!Company,!
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121!Ibid.!
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creator!of!the!work!took!inspiration!from!nature.!He!writes,!“I!would!say!that!the!highest!
Criticism,!being!the!purest!form!of!personal!impression,!is!in!its!way!more!creative!than!
creation,!as!it!has!least!reference!to!any!standard!external!to!itself,!and!is,!in!fact,!its!own!
reason!for!existing.”122!This!argument!appears!to!be!the!inverse!of!Eliot’s;!Wilde!claims!the!
highest!form!of!literary!criticism!is!inherently!“personal!impression,”!while!Eliot!argues!
that!indefensible!impression!or!opinion!is!not!true!criticism!at!all.!Wilde!further!supports!
the!subjectivity!of!criticism!by!stating!that!“the!highest!criticism”!is!really!“the!record!of!
one’s!own!soul”!and!that!a!critic’s!“sole!aim!is!to!chronicle!his!own!impressions.”123!These!
sentiments!and!those!expressed!by!Pater!highlight!the!fact!that!for!contemporaries!of!
Swinburne!writing!impressionistic!or!aesthetic!criticism,!the!primary!function!of!criticism!
was!not!to!provide!an!analytical!argument!about!a!work!of!literature,!it!was!to!experience!
literature!and!relay!those!impressions!in!a!creative!fashion.!!!!
! It!is!helpful!to!consider!Swinburne’s!style!in!the!context!of!the!critical!model!
presented!by!Pater,!Wilde,!and!the!progression!of!nineteenth!century!literary!criticism!in!
general.!When!measured!by!the!standards!of!Eliot!or!modern!literary!criticism,!Swinburne!
is!a!fallacious!and!hyperbolic!critic.!As!was!determined!in!Chapter!2,!his!statements!can!
easily!be!undermined!through!textual!analysis.!As!was!determined!in!Chapter!3,!he!could!
have!been!more!focused!on!Whitman!and!Blake!for!their!alignment!with!his!own!
political/religious!agenda!than!their!merit!as!poets.!As!was!determined!in!Chapter!4,!his!
opinions!do!not!always!appear!to!be!consistent!and!seemed!to!have!been!subject!to!outside!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
122!Oscar!Wilde,!The&Critic&as&Artist&[in,&Intentions],!(London:!James!R.!Osgood!McIlvaine!&!Company,!
1891),!138.!
123!Oscar!Wilde,!Critic&as&Artist,!138T139.!
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forces.!As!has!been!discussed!in!this!chapter,!Swinburne’s!prose!is!often!composed!of!
disjointed!and!unsupported!opinions.!!
! However,!this!is!not!the!most!useful!lens!through!which!to!read!Swinburne’s!
criticism.!When!historicized,!Swinburne’s!work!emerges!as!a!valuable!contribution!to!
English!literature.!The!conclusions!in!Chapter!2!become!testaments!to!Swinburne’s!keen!
insight!in!linking!two!poets!from!different!eras!and!establishing!critical!precedent!for!over!
a!century.!Chapter!3!paints!a!picture!of!a!critic!captivated!with!both!the!verse!and!the!ideals!
that!Whitman!and!Blake!produced,!which!resonated!with!his!own!poetic!sensitivities.!
Chapter!4!becomes!a!lesson!in!understanding!the!nuance!in!his!work!and!in!taking!
Swinburne!at!his!word;!there!are!shrewd!perceptions!within!the!adjectives!and!metaphors,!
and!through!this!lens!it!seems!that!Swinburne’s!estimate!of!Whitman!did!not!drastically!
change!at!all.!!Finally,!in!this!chapter!there!emerges!a!powerful!critic!with!a!profound!
influence.!Swinburne:&An&Experiment&in&Criticism!contends!that!not!only!do!Swinburne!and!
Pater’s!works!fall!within!the!same!style,!Swinburne!influenced!the!development!of!Pater’s!
criticism:!“the!prose!pieces!collected!in!Swinburne’s!other!major!work!of!criticism,!Essays&
and&Studies,!are!known!to!have!had!an!important!effect!on!the!formation!of!Pater’s!style.”124!
When!impressionism!and!aestheticism!(terms!that!could!both!apply!to!Swinburne)!in!
literary!criticism!are!taken!at!their!own!terms,!Swinburne’s!writing!accomplishes!what!it!
sets!out!to!do.!It!provides!the!reader!with!the!immediacy!of!living!Swinburne’s!impressions!
of!Whitman!and!Blake’s!poetry.!Although!Swinburne!provides!little!in!the!way!of!a!concrete!
thesis!and!gives!little!textual!evidence,!his!poetic!prose!expresses!how!he!experiences!
Whitman!and!Blake!as!participants!in!poetic!prophecy.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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! Although!many!themes!and!questions!have!been!explored!within!this!essay,!they!all!
arose!from!the!last!five!pages!of!a!littleTdiscussed!work!of!literary!criticism.!Chapter!1!
introduced!the!main!figure!of!this!thesis,!Algernon!Charles!Swinburne,!as!well!as!the!
secondary!figures!to!be!discussed,!William!Blake!and!Walt!Whitman.!Among!valuable!
insights!gleaned!from!the!conclusion!of!Critical&Essay,!Chapter!1!discussed!the!overlap!
between!such!prominent!literary!figures.!Chapter!2!then!presented!the!section!of!Critical&
Essay!in!question.!It!dissected!Swinburne’s!prose!in!terms!of!modern!literary!criticism,!
providing!textual!evidence!to!support!plausible!claims!and!refuting!exaggerated!ideas.!
Chapter!3!then!addressed!the!issue!of!motivation.!Despite!their!similarities,!Blake!and!
Whitman!differed!in!many!ways.!Why,!then,!did!Swinburne!choose!those!two!to!make!his!
comparison?!Chapter!3!explored!reasons!Swinburne!might!have!identified!with!Whitman!
and!Blake,!which!informed!his!critical!opinion!of!them.!Chapter!4!focused!primarily!on!the!
relationship!between!Swinburne!and!Whitman,!and!the!“Whitmania”!question!in!particular.!
Many!scholars!have!puzzled!over!how!Swinburne!could!paint!one!picture!of!Whitman!in!
Critical&Essay!and!another!in!“Whitmania.”!This!seems!to!be!the!greatest!extent!that!
Swinburne!is!discussed!as!a!critic!in!scholarly!circles!and!almost!the!only!topic!that!
prompts!recognition!of!Critical&Essay.&Finally,!Chapter!5!took!William&Blake:&A&Critical&Essay!
and!Swinburne’s!literary!criticism!in!general!and!contextualized!it!within!its!moment!in!
history,!providing!an!answer!to!the!question!posed!in!Chapter!2!about!how!to!read!
Swinburne!critically.!!
! The!main!assertion!from!all!of!these!distinct!topics!is!that!the!study!of!William&Blake:&
A&Critical&Essay!and!of!Swinburne’s!function!as!a!critic!can!teach!students!of!English!
literature!a!great!deal.!Critical&Essay!was!used!here!as!a!small!sample!of!Swinburne’s!
!
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criticism!that!attests!to!his!depth!of!insight.!The!last!few!pages!of!the!book!even!further!
demonstrate!how!much!fruitful!exploration!can!come!from!a!just!a!few!paragraphs!of!
Swinburne’s!criticism.!From!these!few!pages,!many!issues!arise.!They!make!a!statement!
about!the!interconnectedness!of!many!canonized!English!writers.!Although!they!are!
typically!studied!within!different!spheres,!Critical&Essay&provides!an!example!of!
intersection!and!the!fact!that!literary!figures!and!their!influences!never!exist!within!a!
vacuum.!Their!ideas,!especially!in!an!age!of!transnationalism,!interact!and!affect!one!
another.!More!specifically,!the!section!provides!fruitful!insight!into!both!Whitman!and!
Blake!as!artists.!The!act!of!comparison!in!itself!creates!profound!analysis.!Reading!
Whitman!and!Blake!through!one!another!highlights!their!roles!as!prophetTartists!and!the!
forces!that!shaped!their!poetry.!Attempting!to!understand!Swinburne’s!attraction!to!the!
poets!highlights!the!qualities!in!the!work!of!all!three!men!that!transcend!their!distinct!
styles:!unorthodox!religious!ideas,!republicanism,!expressions!of!sexuality,!and!freedom.!
! Understanding!Swinburne!as!a!critic!in!general!is!a!fruitful!endeavor.!His!
professional!relationship!to!Whitman!demonstrates!the!way!societal/personal!forces!can!
shape!critical!opinion,!underscores!the!importance!of!reading!criticism!in!its!own!context,!
and!provides!a!historical!snapshot!of!two!prominent!literary!figures!engaging!one!another.!
It!is!important!to!remember!that!however!mythicized!writers!in!the!English!literary!cannon!
might!be,!they!were!ultimately!just!people.!They!were!men!and!women!with!lives,!thoughts,!
feelings,!and!personalities!who!read!and!interacted!with!others.!Swinburne’s!style!of!
criticism!is!especially!helpful!for!understanding!that.!As!Eliot!put!it,!he!was!first!and!
foremost!“a!poet”!relaying!“his!notes!upon!poets!whom!he!admired.”125!He!gives!his!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
125!Eliot,!“Imperfect!Critics,”!15.!
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thoughts!and!reactions!to!the!poetry!he!reads!so!that!later!scholars!can!have!another!point!
of!reference!through!which!to!form!their!own!thoughts!and!reactions.!To!that!end,!
Swinburne!as!a!critic!is!also!helpful!for!understanding!the!general!shift!of!literary!criticism.!
Literary!criticism!is!a!reaction!to!literature.!As!literature!goes!through!various!movements,!
as!it!changes!and!evolves,!so!too!does!the!criticism!that!reacts!to!it.!It!is!beneficial!to!read!
Swinburne!now,!through!the!lens!of!modern!criticism!and!after!reading!critiques!such!as!
those!from!Eliot,!to!see!the!contrast.!This!contrast!leads!to!a!better!understanding!of!how!
literary!criticism!has!evolved,!and!by!extent,!a!better!understanding!of!criticism!itself.!
! All!of!this!insight!came!from!a!few!pages!at!the!back!of!a!largely!forgotten!book.!
Swinburne,!although!lauded!in!his!own!time,!has!fallen!into!a!state!of!relative!disregard!in!
the!twentyTfirst!century.!If!he!is!studied!at!all,!he!is!usually!studied!only!as!a!poet,!even!
though!his!criticism!has!so!much!to!offer.!So!many!works!that!do!discuss!Swinburne’s!
criticism!include!an!aside!about!how!underrated!he!is!as!a!critic,!Hyder!and!McGann’s!
books!as!prime!examples.!Swinburne!was!a!member!of!the!wellTstudied!PreTRaphaelite!
group,!yet!still!he!has!fallen!into!obscurity.!He!was!friends!with!prolific!writers!Dante!
Gabriel!and!William!Michael!Rossetti,!openly!engaged!with!Walt!Whitman,!corresponded!
with!Victor!Hugo,!and!helped!resurrect!William!Blake!in!public!awareness,!yet!still!he!has!
fallen!into!obscurity.!He!was!considered!by!many!to!be!one!of!the!foremost!experts!on!
Shakespeare!in!his!time.!He!wrote!an!impressive!corpus!of!poetic!verse.!He!had!a!keen!eye!
as!a!critic,!being!one!of!the!first!to!comment!notably!upon!the!works!of!the!Bronte!sisters!
and!the!work!of!Whitman,!and!having!written!the!first!known!criticism!to!explicitly!link!
Whitman!and!Blake.!He!is!a!prime!example!of!impressionistic!and!aesthetic!criticism,!
alongside!his!more!famous!peers!Pater!and!Wilde.!He!is!the!subject!of!an!entire!book!by!
!
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Jerome!McGann,!one!of!the!most!preeminent!literary!scholars!of!modern!times.!However,!
despite!all!of!that,!he!has!still!fallen!into!obscurity.!To!say!that!Algernon!Charles!Swinburne!
deserves!further!exploration!as!a!critic!would!be!an!understatement.!If!so!much!could!be!
mined!from!just!a!few!short!pages,!the!possibilities!for!future!investigation!seem!endless.!!
! !
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